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Abstract 
In this thesis, we give a survey on the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture. It relates 
the rank of the free part of the finitely generated,group of the elliptic curve to the vanishing 
order of the corresponding Hasse-Weil L-function at 3 = 1. 
An elliptic curve is an irreducible curve of genus one with a specified point. There is an 
abelian group structure on the elliptic curve. Mordell conjectured that the group is finitely 
generated and the conjecture was proved to be true by Falting. We are lead to the study 
of the torsion subgroup and the free part of the Mordell-Weil group. There is a method to 
find the torsion subgroup by the use of good reduction maps. It remains to find the free 
part of the group. 
We can associate a Hasse-Weil L-function to an elliptic^ curve. Weil conjectured that 
the L-function can be extended to an analytic function on the whole complex plane and it 
satisfies a functional equation with critical point at <s = 1. Deuring has shown the case for 
elliptic curve with complex multiplication while Shimura and Eichler proved the conjecture 
for modular elliptic curve. 
Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer calculated the rank and the order of the 2-torsion part of 
the Tate-Shafarevitch group of various elliptic curves. They are lead to conjecture that the 
Hasse-Weil L-function of an elliptic curve has a zero at s = 1 of order exactly equal to the 
rank of the elliptic curve. 
We shift to the arrangement of the thesis. After an introduction, the second chapter 
studies the arithmetic theory of elliptic curve wliile the third chapter conncentrates on class 
field theory. The final chapter consists of two parts. The first part is a sketch of the proof 
of a joint paper of John Coates and A.Wiles wliile tke second part consists of the works of 
other mathematicians. 
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Chapter 1 
I n t r o d u c t i o n 
Falting has shown that any algebraic pl'ane curve with genus greater than one has finitely 
many rational points.. As an irxedueible curve of. genus one with a specified point, and as 
the first non-trivial example of abelian variety, elliptic curve serves as a good example to 
start with. 
Curve with genus zero, or the so-called rational curve differs from elliptic curve in many 
aspects. Firstly, there is infinite, number of rational points on conic curve or rational line if 
it has a rational solution while elliptic curve may contain no rational point, finitely many 
rational points, or infinitely many rational points. Secondly, local-global principle holds in 
conic curve while it fails in elliptic curve, In other words, a conic curve admits a global 
solution if it has a solution in each local field. On the contrary, the elliptic curve E defined 
by 3a;3 + 4^/3 + 5z3 = 0, which corresponds to the principal homogeneous space of some 
elliptic curve, has a solution in each Qp and R while it has no solution in Q. In other 
words, the corresponding Tate-Sliafarevitch group 111(jE/Q) has a non-trivial element. It is 
equivalent to say that the Tate-Shafarevitch group is actually an obstacle to the local-global 
principle. 
There is an abelian group structure on an elliptic curve. Mordell conjectured that the 
group is finitely generated and the conjecture was proved to be true by Falting. We are 
lead to the study of the torsion subgroup and the free part of the Mordell-Weil group. 
It is conjectured that the order of the torsion part is essentially bounded by a constant 
depending on the ground field only. There is a method to find the torsion subgroup by the 
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use of good reduction maps. It remains to find the free part of the group. Nelson Stephens 
[13], making use of Heegner's method, found an algorithm to compute a rational point of 
infinite order. 
We can associate a HasseTWeil L-function to an elliptic curve. Weil conjectured that 
the L-function can be extended to an analytic function on the whole complex plane and it 
satisfies a functional equation with critical point at s = 1. Deuring has shown the case for 
elliptic curve with complex multiplication while Shimura and Eichler proved the conjecture 
for modular elliptic curve. 
Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer [2 3] calculated the rank and the order of the 2-torsion part 
of the Tate-Shafarevitch group of various elliptic curves. They are lead to conjecture that 
the Hcisse- Weil L-function of an elliptic curve has a zero at 5 = 1 of order exactly equal to 
the rank of the elliptic curve. 
In 1977, there was a breakthrough in the conjecture. Coates and Wiles [4] proved that 
if the group jB(F) is infinite for some particular number field F, then the corresponding 
Z-function vanishes at 3 = 1. Here F can be Q, or ail imaginary quadratic field K. The 
importance of the paper is reflected in many aspects,. Firstly, it made use of a number of tools 
such as class field theory, Lubin-Tate formal group theory, the theory of elliptic function 
and elliptic units. Secondly, tKe proof which involved a computation of the coefficients of 
the series arising from elliptic units of some abelian extensions of a number field lead way 
to the use of the Weierstrass function in solving the conjecture and the related problems. ' 
Nicole Arthaud [1] generalized the theorem of Coates and Wiles to the case that F is an 
abelian extension of K, but he still assumes the condition that the class number of K is 
one. • 
Ralph Greenberg .[5] proved a partial converse to the theorem of Coates and Wiles [4]. 
Karl Rubin [15] found a lower bound for the order of vanishing of the Hasse-Weil L-
function at s = 1. 
Gross and Zagier [7] proved a stronger result for modular elliptic curves. In details, if a 
L-function vanishes at the critical point s = 1 the Mordell-Weil group is of infinite order. 
They also proved the existence of a point of infinite order implicitly if the corresponding 
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Hasse-Weil L-function vanished at = 1 with order one. 
Karl Rubin [16], found recently the first example of an elliptic curve with finite Tate-
Shafarevitch group and proved the conjecture over the field Q for the case that the rank 
of the Mordell-Weil group is less than or equal to one. Furthermore, he calculated the first 
example of Tate-Shafarevitch group. 
We shift to the arrangement of the thesis. Chapter 2 is an introduction to arithmetic the-
ory of elliptic curves. The basic references are Shimura [17], Silverman [18], Husemoller [8] 
Gross [6]. Chapter 3 concentrates on the discussion of class field theory. The references 
are Iwasawa [9], Jurgen Neukirch [14]. Jif chapter 4, we define the Hasse-Weil L-function 
and state the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture. The references are Neal Koblitz [11], 
Ireland and Rosen [10]. The last two sections of chapter 4 consist of a sketch of proof from 
a joint paper of Coates and Wiles [4] and the works of other mathematicians. 
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Chapter 2 
Elliptic curve 
2.1 Elliptic Curve in Normal Form 
Every cubic curve can be written in the form oi y2 + a\xy asy = a;3 + a^x1 + a4x + a& 
or in the homogenous form of wy2 aixyw + a^yw2 = x3 + a2X2w + a^xw2 + aew3 which 
has a flex point (w,x,y) = (0,0,1) with tangent line w 0 the line at infinity. The above 
equation is called the normal form of a cubic curve E(k) over the field A; if all the ai axe in 
k. 
Given a normal cubic curve^ we can associate quantities 6t• ct- A, j• J and w to it by the 
following formulas: 
hi - a\ -f 4a2 
64 =•. aias + 2(i4 
b6 = +,4a6 
bs = 2 6 — 010304 + a^fA, — a\ 
c4 = b\ - 2464 
c6 = - + 366264 21666 




— 1 7 2 8 • 
ax 
w = — 
+ axx + a3 
with the relations 4b8 = b2b6 - b\ and 1728A = c^  - c|. If we write y' = y + aiX^ Q3; 
, ' . : 4 
/ / :.‘. , 
‘v^‘ ("v^'‘1 *s, ‘ ” r / ‘ ‘ -A'•'''''> '• ^ 'J}^ ‘ ‘ , • 
. . .Qr\ «... 
x' — x, y" = 2/, and a;" = + —, then we have 
/2 ,3 • 2^ /2 , 4^ / . 6^ yu = x'6 a/ + —X + — 4 2 4 
48 864 
provided the characteristic of the field A; is not equal to 2 or 3. 
E{k) is called an elliptic curve if it is a nonsingular curve. An admissible change of 
variables is of the form x == + r and y = u3y + su2x + t where u,r,s,t are in k and 
u is invertible. We regard two elliptic curves isomorphic under such admissible change of 
variables. In this case, 
wax" = ai + 25 
u
2
a2 = o^ — sa\ -f 3r — s2 
u3a^ = ¢3 -f- rai + 21 
u
404 a^ — sas + 2ra2 — (t rs)ai + 3r*2 — 2st 
u
6
a^ = aQ -^ra^ + r2a2 -f r3 — ta^ — rta\ t2 
u
2b^ = b2 + 12r 
64 + rb2 + 6r2 
u
6b^ = b6 + 2t-64 + r2b2 + 4r3 
u
8b^ = b8 + 3r66 + 3r4 
U4C4 = C4 
6— UCq = CQ 
u
8A = A • 
J = 3 
w = uw. 
Hence two isomorphic elliptic curves have the same invariants. The converse is true for any 
elliptic curve over an algebraically closed field. 
In the case char k not equal to 2 or 3, we can neglect ai,ci2 and a^, then y2 = x3+a4a;-l-a6, 
dx 
w = — and A = - 16(4a| + 21 a%). E(k) is non-singular if and only if fx, fy, and f have 
no common zero, or equivalently A • 0. The change of variables becomes / : E -~E, 
xf == yf = ^Vi «4 = ^ 4 ¾ and ae = u6a^. We distinguish three cases according to 
the values of. the invariant. 
.....:.:. ::5:./.. . 
.-‘. 
1 1 1
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1. j • 0 or 123 then and E are isomorphic iff zzr^- is a square u2. If E = E, 
a^aQ 
Auti; = {1 , -1} . Y : 
2. j = 123 or aQ — 0, then E and E are isomorphic iff ^= is a fourth, power u4. If E = E, 
-0>4 
AutE { 1 0 where i is a primitive fourth root of unity. 
3. j = 0 or 04 = 0 then E and E are isomorphic iff is a sixth power w6. II E — E, 
• • 6 
AutjE = {±l,±/9, ±/>2} where p is a primitive sixth, root of unity. 
We note that the elliptic curve over k(j) y2 = 4a;3 — ——^ x ^^——has invariant; i. 
• j - 1728 j - 1728 J 
, dx In the case char k = 3, we have the normal form y2 = x3 + a^x2, + a^x + ae,w =—— 
c . ... -y 
a6 
3 = and A - 4^ -a2a6 - a4' 
2 4 *"" ^ 2 6 
1. j • 0, or 0.1 0. We assume a^ = 04 = 0 by translating x. The change of variables 
is xf = u2x, yf = w3 a2 = 2 .Then E and E are isomorphic if and only if — is 
a square u2, they are isomorphic over k ( a n d AutE = { !•}• 
2. j = 0 or a2 = 0. Then x f = u2x + r, y f — u3y and u6a^ = a6 + ra4 r 3 . Then E 
“―^ CLa \ 
and E are isomorphic if and only if — is a fourth power u4 and uQa^ — aQ is of the 
a4 
form r 3 + ra4. Ant is an nonabelian group { 5,11 54 5¾ 1 = t3, sts 1= i*"1}. 
"The curves 2/2 = x3 + a; + : and y2 + xy — x3 4 over the field k(j) have invariant j. 
3 J 
In the case char fc == 2,we hav 
= al C4 = 62 
64 == a;La3 cq = &2 
h = «3 A = blbs + bl + b2b4b6 
a12 
h = 6266 + aia3a4 + a2al + al j = 
1. i # 0 or ai 0. We assume a3 = 0, by translating x. We take ai = 1 by changing x 
to a\x and y to a\y. We can further assume a4 = 0 by linear change of variables. The 
normalized curve is y2 + lxy = x3-fa2x2 + a6 , w = — . We have xf = x,yf = y + sxy 
^6 = «6- E and jE are isomorphic if and only if as = aQ and 02 a2 is of the form 
52 + s. They are isomorphic over A;(5) and AutE_ = {0,1}. 
...:• 6.:. 
.i. 
• . ‘ ^
1
 / ^ , „ 5
 w r,• f' ^ > ^ , ‘‘, 
“.f O".!'.,/^ '!;.1 .^  ,.., -'•. , ,., ' , .'".V •.:‘+ /. .--::. * “
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2. ji = 0 or ai — 0. By completing the cube, we have y2 + o-zy = x3 -^- a^x + a^ w == —• 
The change of variables is xf = u2x, yf = u3y + su2x + t and 
u
3
a^ = a3 
u
4
a4 = a4 + sa^ + 54 
UGOq = a6 + ^3 + 56 + t2 
E and E are isomorphic if 
(a) — is a cube ^3 
(b) a4 -{- 033 + (0,4 + u404) has a solution in s. 
(c) t2 a^t + ( 5 6 + s2a4 -f aQ + U6CLQ) lias a solution in t. 
The group of automorphism is isomorphic to ^^2(^3) or the units in the integral 
quaternions { 1 / , 1 f j• )/2}. 
2.2 Geometry and Group Law 
A single rational point in a conic guarantees the existence of infintely many rational points 
by intersecting the conic with arbitrary rational lines. Hence there is either no solution or 
infinitely many rational solutions on a conic curve. A cubic curve, on the contrary, may 
consist of finite points, infinitely many points or no point. 
If two of the three intersections of a" rational cubic and a rational line are rational , so 
is the third point. We define PQ as the third point of intersection of the line PQ and the 
cubic, and P + Q as O(PQ) where 0 is a fixed rational point on the cubic, for example, 00 
the point at infinity. (Note that any line through the point at infinity is a vertical line in 
the xy-plane.) The cubic curve with the above additive structure forms an abelian group. 
It is obvious that P — P is a map (x,y) h-> (x, —y — a\x — = —(x, y) • In addition, 
y = IS the line of symmetry. The addition Pi + P2 is given by (a^, ) + (x2 y2).= 
( 3 2/3 - - as) where (2:3,2/3) is the third point of intersections. We distinguish three 
cases: 
1. Pi + P2 and a ! = x2l then Pi + P2 = 0 , the point at infinity. 
-i. 
yi y2 . 
2. Pi • P2 and x\ ^ x2, the line PXP2 is of the form y = Xx+ /3 where A with 
X\ — X2 
and X3 satisfying (Aa; -f P)2 + +/3) + a^y = x3 + a^x2, + a^x + 
3. Pi = P2 and xi = X2, then the tangent line at Pi is y = :c + /3 where A = 
FI^I) - CLZV 
22/1 + aix + a3' 
When the cubic is singular, the group is rather simple. It is classical that a degenerate 
cubic is birationally isomorphic to a rational line, in other words, the genus of the cubic is 
zero. There is essentially two different kinds of singularity, node and cusp. It is easy to see 
that a singular point P(rr,?/) should satisfy 
y2 + a\xy a^y = x3 + a^x2 -f- a^x + > , 
(2y + ^3 + o,\x)y' =. 3¾2 + 2a2X + a+4 
We denote the group of nonsingular points of E(k) by Ens(k) and we assume for simplicity 
that (0,0) is a singular point, or equivalently as = a4 = = 0 = &6 = &8 A 0 . We 
get y2 -{• a\xy — a^x2 — x3 or (y — ax)(y — fix) = x3 over the field k(a) = k(J3 ki. Then 
we can deduce the following theorem. 
y —^jj^X 
Theorem 2.2.1 1. Multiplicative case (a ^ /3).* (x,y) defines a homomor-
phism from Ens{k) to Gm(ki), the multiplicative group of k\. If k = k\} then the 
above homomorphism is an isomorphism. If ki/k is a quadratic extension, then the 
map induces an isomorphism from Ens{k) to Ker^N^ 
2. Additive case (a = /3): the map (x, y) defines an isomorphism from Ens(lc) 
‘' y — ax 
to Ga{k), the additive group of k. 
The elliptic curve E defined over the complex number field has a particularly simple 
structure. It is parametized by elliptic functions. 
By a lattice L in the complex number field C, we shall mean the set of all integral 
combinations of two R-linear independent complex numbers 1 w^ which, generate C over 
Wi 
R. We cLSSume Im— > 0. A meromorphic function on C is an elliptic funcion if it has 
_
 w2 ‘ 
periods wy and W2. We denoted e l the set of elliptic funcions of L and II the fundamental 
parallelogram of L respectively, where II = {tiWi + t2W2 | 0 < t{ < 1}. By Liouville's 
8 
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theorem, an elliptic function must be a constant if it has no pole on the fundamental 
parallelogram. An elliptic fiinction, having no pole on the boundary C of a + II for some 
a € C should have zero residue in a + II. Moreover , if such a function has no zero on C, 
then it has equal number of zeros and poles inside a + II and the sum of zeros minus the 
sum of poles is a lattice point in L. 
An example of elliptic function is 
which converges uniformly and absolutely for any z in any compact set of C \ L. The set 
. \ . • •. ' . .'. . . . . . y ' , ‘ .  ; ’.- .  _ ‘. ‘ . - / , — • . , , 
of elliptic functions is actually generated by p and p' over C. We define 
; G k - T>ieL\ol~k 
gs(L) = 140G6 
Then p'2 = 4p3 ~ P ~ Qz by observing the difference is an elliptic function without pole 
and zero and thus it is a constant which can be evaluated to be zero. 
Proposition 2.2.2 
C/L E : y2 = 4x3 g2x - g3 
H (p : 1) 
0 4 (0 : 1 : 0 ) 
is an analytic one to one correspondence which is also a group isomorphism. 
Proof: By direct verification.Note that p has 2 poles and zeros in C/L while p' has 3 
poles and zeros in C/L. 
By the above proposition, we carry all properties of C/L to E. We observe that 
L) = \2p(\z\ \L) 
:
 GK(L) = X2KGK(\L) 
'“ , ^ g2(L) = \A92{\L) 
9z(l) = A6^3(AZ) 
9 
i-




where f is an admissible change of variables defined by xf = X2x' and yf = A3 2/7. Moreover, 
j(Jj) = j(L') . Conversely, j(L) = j{L') implies that L' = XL for some X. 
Theorem 2.2.4 Any curve E : y2 = 4x3 - rx 5 with r2 27s 0 parametrized by a 
lattice L. . sf 
Sketch of proof: E is isomorphic to some C / i ' : Then g^L') p4r and gz{L') = fi6s 
for some jti, r and 5. Then = J I L ' has the required properties. 
2.3 Special Class of Elliptic Curves 
We introduce firstly the Legendre family E\ : y2 = x(x - l)(a? - A) over a field k with. 
characteristic not equal to two. It is easy to show that E\ and E\i are isomorphic iff A' is 
: 1 1 .. A (A2 — A -j-1)3 
equal to A,1 - A, 1 / A , — ~ — or - ~ by observing that j(\) = 2sV ,
 2 • In 
1 — A A A — 1 A (A:— J _ 
general, the orbit of A has six different elements except 
1. j(X) — oo with, the orbit of A = {0,1, oo} 
2. j(A) - 0 with the orbit of A = {-p, -p2} where p3 = 1 and 
3. i(A) = 123 with the orbit of A = {1/2, -1 ,2} . 
Secondly, Hessain family consists of curves with a point of order 3 say (0,0). We recall 
that (0,0) is a double point iff az = 0 and a^ ^ 0, or equivalently the tangent line at (0,0) 
is vertical. (0,0) is singular iff a^ = a = 0 . We assume that a^ • 0. Under the changes 
x i-j- x and y >->• y i- ~~-, we have y2 + a\xy + a^y = x3 + CL2X2. Hence (0,0) is a point 
I.::..' 0 , 3 “ ' 
of order 3 iif y | y2 a\xy — U2X2 or c^ = 0. After normalizing (13, we have the Hessian 
10 
?
 "-IP/ V -, : V , , • \ ^ “ ,
 >k 
A3( 3 — 24)3 
family Ea : 2/2 + \xy -\- y = x3. The invariant A) is equal to 3 27 , therefore E\ is 
nonsingular iff A3 • 27. 
Finally we discuss the Tate's normal form with a point of order n at (0,0). We assume 
both 0,1 and a3 not equal to zero. Under x U2X and y t-^ u3y for some suitable u, we 
have T(b,c) : y2 + (1 — c)xy — by = x3 bx2,b 0. We calculate 
P = (0,0) P = (0,6) 
2P = (6,6c) -2P = (6,0) 
3P = (c, b - c) - 3 P = (c c2) 
’ • "“" /.‘ ‘ . ‘‘ ‘ 
1. 4P = 0 iff 2P = -2P iff c = 0. c) becomes T(b, 0):y2 + xy- by ^ x3 — bx2 with 
(0,0) of order 4. 
•2. 5P = 0 iff —2 = 3 P iff b = c^ The curve is T(6,6) : y2 + (1 -b)xy — by = x3 - bx2. 
Similarly, we can define an elliptic curve with arbitrary point of order n. 
In the following discussion, we investigate a 2-isogeny on the elliptic E[a,b] : y2 — 
x
3
 + ax2 + bx with (0,0) of order 2. Define 
¢: • E[a,b\ — E[-2a,a2-Ab] by 
4>' : E[ -2a ,a 2 - 46] E[a,b] by 
(4 8®2 
It is tedious to show <j>' o <f>(x,y) = 2(x,y) and the above two mappings are group homo-
morphisms with kernel equal to {0,(0,0)}. Furthermore we define a : E[a^b] k*/k*2 
by 
0 1 
(0 0) H b 
(x,y) ^ x 
The map a is a group homorphism and it induces an exact sequence 
E[-2a,a2 -Ab] k”k*2... 
11 
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2.4 Mordell's Conjecture 
Mordell conjectured that an elliptic curve E over a number field k is finitely generated. The 
conjecture was proved to be true by Falting who employed the use of height function on B. 
For simplicity, we study the case K = Q. 
A norm function | P | on an additive abelian group A is a function | |: A — R with the 
following properties: 
1. I P |> 0 for every P e A 
2. \ P \< c for only finitely many P in(A 
3. I mP \= \m\ I P I 
4. + Q I + : : 7 , 
It is not hard to show that an abelian group A is finitely generated iff A has a norm function 
and A/mA is finite for some m. 
With the elliptic curve E[a} b] in the previous section, we observe that a : E[a,b] >-> 
Q*/Q*2 has an. image which is contained in the F2- subspace generated by -1 and all prime 
factors of b. 
Proposition 2.4.1 Let a, b be two integers with b2(a2 — 4b) • 0 and let r and s be the 
number of distinct prime divisors of 
b and a2 - 46 respectively. Then [E(Q) : 2E(Q)]= 
2 r + s + 2 where E = E[a, b]. 
Proof: Let E' = E[-2a,a2 - 46], <f> and ¢, be two isogenics as in the previous secton. 
Then we have 
E(Q)/<j>r(E(Q)) ^ W 
E'm/^Ei^)) ^ Ima 
(Q)/ (Q)) ^ ( E ' m / c i > m m ) ) ) ' 
It follows that [E(Q) : 2£(Q)] is the product of the cardinality of Ima and the cardinality 
of Ima' , therefore we have the result by the above discussion. 
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We define the cannonicaT height on Q or _Pi(Q) first. Let x be a rational number 
• • fn' 
represented in the from with n cop rime to m, we define 
n 1... 
h(x) — log max(| m | | n |) 
7i(oo) = 0. 
We call a function h : X R proper if the inverse image of any compact set is finite 
and two such functions h and h' are said to be equivalent over X, denoted hy h , if 
the difference h — b! is bounded. We define Ah(x, y) = h(x + 2/) — h(x) — h(y). Let A 
be an abelian group, u : A —^  R is quasilinear if u(x + y) ti(:c) + over A2, or 
quasibilinear if u(x + xfry) ^ u(x,y) -\- u(x',y) and u(x,y + y') u{x^y) + u(x, y') over A3, 
or quasi quadratic if Au is quasibilineax and u(x) = u(—x). If we specify u{x) m u(—x), 
then Au is quasibilinear (bilinear) iff 
u(x -\- y) + u(x — y) ^ 2u(x) + 
(u(x + y) -{• u(x - y) = 2u(x) + 2u(y)) 
Hence u is quadratic iff u(2x) — 4u(x) and u is quasiquadratic. In general, we can obtain a 
• . . q(2nx) 
quadratic function q* from a quasiquadratic g with ^(x) = x) by ^ * (x) = ~ - . 
Theo rem 2.4.2 Let jE defined by y2 = x3 -\-bx c. Then there exists a unique function 
HE such that 
1. fiE(P) —• ^h(x(P)) is bounded 
2. hE{2P) = 4hE(P) and hE(P) ^= hE{-P) ” 
3. JIE is proper 
4. hs is positive 
5. HE is quadratic. 
Proof: Refer to Husemoller [8 Chapter 6,Theorem 7.2]. 
Theorem 2.4.3 Xet^E be an elliptic curve over a number field k, then E(k) is finitely 
generated. 
:...::13:.::.: 
,.‘y ‘ • ‘ • '.‘ - •. | * 
Proof : For A; = Q, | P \= y/hE(P) is ^ norm and [J5(Q) : 2E(Q)] is finite. For the general 
number field /:, refer to Husemoller [8, Chapter 6,Theorem 7.4]. 
2.5 Torsion Group 
The reduction map redp : Z — Z/pZ = F p induces a map rec?p : Pn(Q) P n (F p ) by use 
of the reduced homogeneous coordinates. 
Let k be a number field with discrete valuation v with residue field k and prime element 
7r. Let E be an elliptic curve over J?. Similafly, we can define red^ : Pn(k) Pn(n) for any 
number field k. A minimal normal form for jE with respect to the valuation v is a normal 
form y2 + a\xy + a^y ^ xz + a2t2a4X + ae with at- in the valuation ring R oi k such, that 
v(A) is minimal among all such isomorphic representations. Such a model is unique up to 
an admissible change of variables xf = u2x' + r, yf = u3y' + su2xf + t with u € R* and 
TjS,t E R. As A = w12A' the model is minimal if 0 < A < 12. 
Proposi t ion 2.5.1 If char k 2,3, then a minimal model should satisfy v(A)+min(v(j), 0) < 
12 + 12^(2) 4-
Proof: Refer to Husemoller [8, Chapter 5,Proposition 2.5], 
We define similarly the reduction map RED^ : E(K) —> E(K) and such a rednation is a 
good reduction if W is coprime to A ’ i.e. E(k) is again an elliptic curve otherwise TT is a 
bad prime. For good reduction prime w , red^ is a group homomorhism. 
Proposi t ion 2.5.2 Let (w,xyy) E E(k) and v(w) > 0. Then v(x) > 0 and v(x) = 3v(w).. 
Proof: refer to Husemoller [8, Chapter 5,Proposition 4.3]. 
We define the 7r-adic filtration on E[k) by a sequence of subgroups (n)(A;) as follows: 
(it;: a; : I) 6 E^n\k) iS v(w) > 0 and = 3n 
It is easy to see that is equal to and red^ : jEn5(«) is a surjective 
group homomorphism with kernel E^^k) . 
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Theorem 2.5.3 Let E be an elliptic curve over k. The function P = (w ) x : 1) ^ x(P)= 
x induces a homomorphism E^n\k) TrnR and also an isomorphism E^2n\k)— 
?rn /7r2niE/or n 0. 
Proof: Refer to Husemoller [8, Chapter 5,Theorem 4.5]. 
Theorem 2.5.4 Let E be an elliptic curve over Q. Then 
1, The sw^rowp jE(Q)Tor ) = 0 /or all odd prime while ^ ( ( ¾ ) ^ E(2)(Q) = 0 
forp = 2. 
2. redp | ( Q ) T o r ( Q ) T r — j ^ ( F p ) is injective for all good prime p while it has kernel 
a subgroup o /Z/2Z if 2 is a good prime. 
Proof: Refer to Husemoller [8, Chapter 5,Proposition 5.1]. 
The above theorem tells us how to find the torsion subgroup of an elliptic curve defining 
over the rational number field. 
Theorem 2.5.5 Xet y2 = f(x) be the defining equation of the elliptic curve over Q with 
the coefficients of f in Z. Then an integral point yo) is of finite order iff y^ divides A. 
The next two theorems follow immediately by the above discussions. 
Theorem 2.5.6 Let E be an elliptic curve y2 = x3 + CLX where a is a fourth power free 
integer. Then 
Z/2Z Z/2Z if - a is a square 
Tor(E(Q)) = I Z/4Z if a = 4 
Z/2Z otherwise 
Theorem 2.5.7 Let E be an elliptic curve y2 = x3 + a where a is a sixth power free integer. 
Then 
f
 Z/6Z if a ^= 1 
Z/3Z if a is a square not equal to —432 
Tor(E(Q)) = < 




: ‘“ ^'l^pv ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘
 t ‘ 
i f ^ ^ 1 ‘ i , ? r ^ 
Mazur Kas shown that an elliptic curve E over Q has torsion subgroup of the following 
forms. - , -' • • (
Z/mZ where 1 < m < 12, m ^ 11 
Z/2Z© Z/2nZ for 1 < n < 4. 
2.6 Selmer Group and Tate-Shafarevitch Group 
In this section, we call E an object if iJ is a set, a pointed set or a group. The set AutE 
of automorpliisms is the permutations of permutations of E preserving the base point, 
and group of automorpliisiixs of E. We assume that is a group acting on E or in other 
words, E is a left G-object^ A morphism / between two G-objects E and E' is a morphism 
of E and ‘and f(sx) = sf{x) for any 5 G G and a; G Let °E or H°(G, E) be the zero 
cohomology object of G with value in J5 which, consists of all elements of E invariant under 
G. From now on, we assume A to be a G-group. 
We call X a principal homogeneous G-set over A if 
1. X is right A-set with left G-set structure 
2. the map X x A X is G-equivariant,i.e. s(xa) = sxsa for any s E G, x e X and 
a e A. 
3. For any two points x,x' E X there, exist a unique a E A such that xa = x'. 
A morphism f : X —> X' of two principal homogeneous sets is a function which, is both. 
G-equivariant and A-equivarIaIIt,, For each s G G\ there exist a tinique as G A,depending on 
a;, such that sx = xas. s as is then a map satisfying ast =• a s s(at). If we choose another 
point x'rwe have another element a's in A. In this case, a's = c 1 a s sc where x' = xc. 
An A-valued G-cocycle is a function as : G —^ A with ast = assat. Let Z1(G, A) denote 
the pointed set of all such G-cocycles with base point the trivial cocycle, and J?1(G?, A) 
denote the set of equivalence class of Z1(GyA) under cohomologous equivalence. (as 




c for some c) 
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Prop osition 2.6.1 A principal homogeneous space X over A is isomorphic to A over A if 
GX is non-empty. 
Proof: Refer to Husemoller [8 Chapter 7,Corollary 3.8]. 
Theorem 2.6.2 There is a one to one correspondence between the set of principal homo-
geneous spaces and the first cohomology group H1(G, A) 
Proof: Let x be any fixed element in X and as be defined by F == Then the required 
map is { 
Prin(G,A) H^G.A) 
X ^ [a5]. 
For any morphism of G-group f : A —» A' we define 
f* : H°(G,A') 
by restriction and 
f* : ^{G.A) -^ Hl{GrA') 
by f*[as] [/(as)]. Let 1 A —> E — E/A 1 be an exact sequence of G-groups, 
we associate a connecting morpliism 6 : H°(G,E/A) ^ ( G , A) by ^(xA) [as] where 
Theorem 2.6.3 Let E be a G-group with G-subgroup A C E . For the exact sequence 
1 A —> jE —> E/A — 1 we have anotKer exact sequence 
1 - H°(G,A) H0(G,E) — H°(GyE/A) H^G, A) ). 
Proof: Direct checking. 
Theorem 2.6.4 Let E be an elliptic curve over a perfect field k and let Isorn(E/k) denoted 
the set of all elliptic curves isomorphic of E over the algebraic closure k ofk. Then there is 
17 
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a bijection Isom(E/k) —> ^(Ga^k/^yAut^E) defined by assigning to each u'E E' 
a cocycle a9 = u~lsu. 
Proof: Direct checking. 
We shift to the definitions of the Selmer group and Tate-Shafarevitch group. Consider 
the exact sequences 
0 —- E(k)\ml - E(k) E(k) 0. 
, .. . . • ' ’ ..".- / ‘ . . . ~ . 
Here is the algebraic closure of A;. Let G = Gal(k/k). We have two exact sequences 
E(k) E(k) H1 E(k)\m]) — H^G'Eik)) H\G,E{k)) 
0 —^ E(k)/mE{k) —:J7x(G,jE;(fc)[m]) (I))[m]. 
For each valuation we put Gv = Gal(ki;/kv). Thus we obtain the following commutative 
diagram: 
0 — E(k)/mE(k) - H^G, ( m]) H\G, E(kpn\C — 0 
1 1 _ . w > 
0 — UvE(^)/rnE(k^) ]\vH\Gv,E^)[m}) —Y[vH\Gv,E{k))\m} — 0 
The m-descent, Selmer group Sm is defined as the kernel of u while the m-descent Tate-
Shafarevitch group ILL is the kernel of v. 
Theorem 2.6.5 The following sequence is exact 
0 — E(k)/mE(k) -^ Sm(E) llLm(E) — 0-
Proof: Refer to Husemoller [8, Chapter 8,Proposition 3.3]. 
It can be shown that the m-descent Selmer group Sm is finite. An element t in 
JJ1 (G, E(k)[m]) belongs to if the corresponding homogeneous space X has a solution 
in each local field Av. Such a t is an non-trivial element of lLLm if X has no global solution. 
18 
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Using the commutative diagram, 
E{k} E(k) S^XE) ~~- Ih^iE) •~- 0 
m n - 1 - . , m n _ : l 
E(k) E{k) — . Sm{E) ~ - lLLm(i ) — 0 
we can define the Tate-Shafarevitch group U1 of an elliptic curve over the field k as the 
direct limit lim ill"1 (E) . Tate conjectured that ILL is finite. 
2.7 Endomorphism of Elliptic Curves 
Let JE?(C) and be elliptic curves isomorpMc to C/X and C/L ' respectively. Then 
every homomorphism ^ of E and E' corresponds to a complex multiplication jj. of C/L to 
C/jL'.i.e. There exists a 6 C with. fiL C X' so tliat the following diagram is commutative. 
E E' 
C/L C/L' 
.,. . * 
Therefore Hom(E, E') = Eom(C/L,C/L') = e C | fxL C I/} and 
End(E) End(C/Z) {jit e C \ )iL C L} 
Endg(E) - End(E) ® z (Q) = {fi eC \ fi(QL) C (QL)} 
We say that E has complex multiplication if End(jE) + Z, and any non-constant element 
of Hom(jE, E') is called an isogeny. 
Proposi t ion 2.7.1 Let L — Zw\ + Zwo and L, Zw' + Zw!y with — = z and — == z' 
W2 W'2 
lying in the upper complex plane. Then C/L and C/L' are isogenous (isomorphic) i f f there 
exists an element a G GL2 (Q) (SL2CZ)) such that = a ( - - - ) where 
/ A / , \ ( , \ / , \ 
w\ a b \ w\ a b • - • 
Proof: fiL C L'impliesp = where a = G GZ2(Q) AM2(Z). 
2 ) c ^ / \ J \ c d j 
Since Z and z' lies on the upper plane of C and OL{Z') — z, det A > 0. Conversely, for such 
XWn : . : : . ' ' . , 
an A, put = c z + and then /x =——-has the desired properties. In particular, JJLL — L 
‘ W2 
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i f f a G SL2{Z). , 
Thus C / i has complex multiplication iff there exist non-scalar element a G GL2(Q) 
such that 0:(2) z . : 
Proposition 2.7.2 C/L has complex multiplication i f f K = Q(z) is an imaginary quadratic 
field. In this case, EndQ(C/L) = K . 
Sketch of proof: If the above a is not a scalar sending z to then " is not real, fj, and 
its conjugate fi are characteristic roots of a.—Since /x = cz + d,c + 0, we have Q(m) = Q( ). 
' ^ I f s i f - ,‘ “ ; : ::. .....,:.a . ^::::. -. .... / ; . : , \ ‘ .f?. y 5 
Using the above facts, we can embed K into M2(Q) by defining q : K — M2(Q) ( \ / : V ~ ^^  ( A 
where " (") or = qijj) . We called the first embedding 
. V 1 / A 1 / \ 1 / V 1 / 
normalized. 
Let us determine the isomorphic class of elliptic curves E such that EndqE is isomorphic 
to a fixed imaginary quadratic field K. 
By an order in a number field F we mean a subring which is a free Z-module of rank 
equal to the degree of extension [F : Q]. Thus every order is contained in the ring of integers 
of F, the maximal order of F. By a lattice in F, we mean a free Z-module of rank [F : Q]. 
If i is a lattice in F, then o = {fi | jiL C X} is an order in F, which we called the order 
of L, or X is a proper o-ideal. 
End (C / i ) : { ^ 6 C C 1} = {/¾ € K \ j iL C 1} 
imples that the endomorphism ring is an order in the ring of integers of K. 
Proposi t ion 2.7.3 Let E be an elliptic curve with EiidQ(E) = K, and let o be an order 
corresponding toEnd(E). Then E is isomorphic to C/L with a proper o-ideal L, End(C/jC) 
is isomorphic to o. Moreover, the class of proper o-ideal L is uniquely determined by the 
isomorphism class of C/L, 
Proo f : Refer to Shiniura [17, Proposition 4.8]. 
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Using the proposition above, we see that E and E' isogenous iff EndQjE = E n d g E . 
We shift to the construction of Tate Zrmodule T/(jEJ(A;)) of an elliptic curve E over any 
field k. 
Define E(k)[l] = {P e E(k) \ IP = 0}. It can be shown that it is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of (Z//Z)2 and the coordinates of every point of finite order are algebraic over k. 
We define the Tate Z/-module by 
:Ti(E(k)) = ]imE(k)[ln] 
where the inverse limit is taken with respect-to / : E(k)[ln-1] — If / is prime to the 
. . ‘ . . . . . . . . 
characteristic of then T/(£(A;)) is isomdrphic to (Q//Z/)2 . Any a in End(E) induces an 
endomorphisin of E(k)[ln] and hence an endomorphism of Ti(E(k)). Thus we obtained an 
injective homomorphism End(jE) M2(Z/) and also an injective homomorphism E n d q E -> 
M 2 ( Q O . . 
For any two elements s,t of ( )[Z], we associate a /-th root of unity ei(s,t). Let 
D0 and D// be the module of divisor group on E and the module of principal divisor 
group respectively. Tlien the function t (t) - (0) defines an isomorphism of E onto 
1 ) 0 / ¾ . Therefore, if , - * ^m e E, c i r •• c^ € Z with Ci = 0 and E = 0 then 
J2ci(ti) £ Dh. Using this fact, if t £ E(k)[l] and /( - (0 ) ) = div(f) for some function 
f on Take a point f on E such that / = t so that there is a function g on E such, 
that div(g) = + u) - Y^u v/hexe the sum is taken over all w in E(k)[l]. Therefore 
f(lx) and gl(x) have the same divisor and up to a constant factor, we have f and g such 
that div(f) = l((i} - (0)) and gl(x) = f{lx) . Thus, gl(x + 5). - gl(x) so that there exist 
a /-th root of unity, e ^ ^ ^ ) , , g(x + 5) = en(s,t)g(x). The above en(s,t) is a function on 
E(k)[l] x E(k)\l] satisfying 
1. e/(si + 52,^) - ei(sut)ei(s2,t) 
2. e/(5,ti + = ei(s,ti)ei(s\t2) 
3. ei{t,s) — ej"1(5, t) 
4. ei(s, t) is non-degenerate 
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5. if t is of order i, then there exist 5 such that e/(3,t) is a primitive l-th. root of unity 
6. ei(s,ty = ei(sa,ta) foT any automorphisms a of Gal(k/k). 
We denote k[E] the co-ordinate ring and the function field of the variety E. Any 
isogeny A : JS induces an embedding k(E) and we define degA the extension 
degree of ower k(E').. The inseparable degree of the extension is of the form ph, h is 
called the height of the isogeny A . Using the folllowing commutative diagram 
D0(E) D0(Ef) 
E(k) E'{k) 




where A - H E ^ ) = ) = m(5i + • • • + { . . . , } = A—1 set the-
oretically with mr = d e g l If we regard A as a complex nmtipllcation, A' is the complex 
conjugate of A. 
Theorem 2.7.4 The map A — X' is a group homomorhpism B.om(E, E') — Hom(J5', J5) 
satisfying 
L A" = A 
2. XX' = n, A'A = n for some integer n 
3. (^A)' - Ay " 
4- deg(/xA) = deg(/x)deg(A) 
5. the degree map is a positive quadratic function. 
Theorem 2.7.5 For any isogeny in EndE the characteristic polynomial of X: C\ == i2 — 
T(X)t + deg(A), where T(A) = A + A' : has values C\(r) > 0 for any rational number r and 
I A + A^|< 2^(degA). 
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Proof: Use deg(n - m\) = m2C\( ) > 0. 
TTh 
We state without proof the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.7.6 For any isogeny A : E E'} we have ei(Xs,t') = AY) for any 
s e E(k)[l] and f eE'ik)^. 
Proof: Refer to Silverman [18, Chapter 3,Proposition 8.3]. 
We define e\ : T\E xT\E Z/(l) where Z(l) = lim_ /^/(/:) and the inverse limit is 
taken with respect to / : — Similarly, we define T\ : Eom(E,Er)— 
HomZj (Ti(E), Ti(E')) by restricting A OIL TI(E). We get tlie following theorem. 
Theorem 2.7.7 For any prime I not equal to the characteristic of the ground field k} the 
natural map Ti : Hom(-B, 
E') ® Z/ — Homz^r^,^^') is injective. Moreover, the group 
Hom( E') is finitely generated and free abelian. 
Proof: Refer to Silverman [18, Chapter 3,Theorem 7.4]. 
Actually, the above injective homomorphism is an isomorphism if the field A; is a finite 
field or a number field. 
2.8 Formal Group over Elliptic Curves 
Let R be a commutative ring with, identity 1. A formal group jP(x, y) in is a series 
satisfying 
[ 
2. F(x,y) = F(y,x) 
3. F(x,y) = X + y (mod deg2). 
We define [m]x over R inductively by 
:.,V .... • . .. [l]o: • ..=. • x 
[m]x = F(x, [m — 1]®). 
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Let E be defined by y2 + a\xy -Y azy = + a2X2 + 0.6 and we define z =——,w = 
y 
— x = , 2/ = — T h e point at infinity is given by (z, w) = (0, 0). Note that z is 
local parameter at 0 . Now E becomes 
w = zz -\- aizw +^2^11) + 03102 a4zw2 aew3. 
Then . ..... 
w = z3 + a\zA + (a? + a2)z5 + (a? + 2aia2 + + (af + 3afa2 + 3 a^ + a^z7 + ... 
= z 3 { l +>li + A2z + Asz2 ^}") , “ ‘ 
where An is a polynomial of weight n in the at- with positive integral coefficients. So 
x = z~2 — a\z~x — ¢12 — 3^^  (^ 4 + a\az)z2 + … 
2 / = + + • • • - . . . . . . 
have coefficients in Zfax, • — ,a^l and so is w = since 
2y + at+ a3 
w dx jdz _ —2z~3 + • • • 
dz 2y + aix + a^ - „ —2z—S + . • • 
w dyjdz —Zz~4 + •. • 
dz Zx2 + 2a2X + a4 - a\y —Zz~4 + •. • 
have coefficients in Z[ l /2 ,a i , ' •., a and in Z[l /3,ai , “ - Put P3 == Pi + P2 where 
Pi — (zi,W{) and we express 23 = F(zi,z2). Then F is a formal group over Z[ai, • • • a6]. 
Actually 
F(Zuz2) - (z1 + z2) ~ aiziz2 - a2(zlz2 + Z1Z2) - 2a3(z^z2 + z ^ ) + (^02 - 303)^2 + •- : “ 
Define z{nP) — ij}n{z{P)) inductively by = z and = , 1 (^)) so that 
fp2(z) = 2^ - 2a2Z3 + (aia2 — laz)zA + • • • 
^3(2) — 3 3aiz2 + {a\ - 8a2)zz3 + 
If the characteristic of the ground field is p > 0, the series is of the form C\zv + 
c2z
2ph
 i- • ' • with ci OiiThis h is called the heigHt of K It can be proved that the height 
of an ellipic curve is either one or two. For the former case E is said to have non-zero Hasse 
invariant or to be ordinary, otherwise is supersingulax or it lias zero Hasse invariant. 
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Proposition 2.8.1 Let Ex ^y2 = x{x - l)(x A) be defined over a field of characteristic 
p > 2. Then E is supersingular i f f X is a root of a separable polynomial, the Deuring 
.)::::::: :.:.../:.' \ 2 :: v 
m ., p—1 
polynomial, HP(X) = (—l)m J2iLo A* where m = . 
\ 1 J 
Proof : We calculate the coefficient of (wxy)^1 in / ^ - 1 where f(w,x,y) wy2 x(x 
/ ! V 
P 1 
w)(x Aw). The term appears only in (wy2)m(x(x - w)(x - Xw))m. Hence the 
^ “ A m / 
( . \ p — l 
coefficient is the coefficient of {xw)m in (x w)m(x \w)m up to a constant s 
V m ) 
{ - I f 1 {mod p) and hence the coefficient of (wxyf'1!^ 1 is HP(X). The result follows 
from the theorem below. 
Theorem 2.S.2 Let E(k) be an elliptic curve defined by f(w, x,y) = 0. Then the following 
statements are equivalent. 
1. E(ks)[p] = 0 where ks is the separable closure of k. 
2. The formal group F over the elliptic curve has height 2. 
3. The invariant differential w is exact. 
4- E is supersingular. 
5. The coefficient of (wxy)9^1 in fv~\ is zero. 
7. The height of p : E — E is 2. 
Proof: Refer to Husemoller [8, p.258]. 
Theorem 2.8.3 The number of supersingular elliptic curves defining over a field of char-
acteristic p satisfies 
’ P-1 • 1 
24 L I Aut(E) I 
where the sum is taken over all non-isomorphic supersingular curve E modulo p. 
. 2 5 
‘ ‘ . ‘ ..::.... . . . . . , .. ..... .. . : ‘ • • . • . - •‘ I . 
Proof: The Deuring polynomial has all simple roots in the algebraic closure of the ground 
FQ .~ 1 • 
field. For p > 2 there are exactly supersingulax E\ while there is only one supersm-
gular if the characteristic is two .Thus 
/ . ^12supersingulatE ^ 
super singularEwithj^Oor 123 1 + 1 + o .: ^ 
“ °i=0 i=123 
'/2/super singular E | A.Ut{Ey \ ‘ 
Theorem 2.8 A Let E be an elliptic curve defined over the field k. 
1. If k is separably closed and m is an integer not divisible by the characteristic ofk, then 
E(k) is divisible by m, and its subgroup E(k)[m] of elements of order m is isomorphic 
to (Z/mZ)2 . 
2. If k is algebraically closed of characteristic p > 0 then E{k) is divisible by p. If E is 
ordinaryj then E(k)\pr] ^7ilfTir otherwise E(k)[pr] = 0. 
Proof: 
1. Refer to Husemoller [8, Chapter 12,Theorem 3.5]. 
2. The first statement is trivial. HE is supersingular, then E(k)\p] = 0 by the theorem2.8.2, 
and hence E{k)[pr] 0 for all r > 0. For the remaining case, refer to Silverman [18, 
Chapter 4,Theorem 3.1]. : 
2.9 The Finite Field Case 
Let be a finite field with q = ^ elements and E be an elliptic curve over Fq. Define 
the Frobenius endomorphism 7r : E — E by w(x,y) — (xq,yq). Hence (x\y) G E(Fg) iff 
(a;, y) G — 7r). It can be shown that 7r is purely inseparable isogeny of degree q. 
Theorem 2.9.1 The order Nx of the group E(Fq) is deg(l - TT) = 1 + q - Trfjr) and the 
order Nm of the group E(Fqm ) satisfies 
. I l + cT -Nm 
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We define tlie characteristic polynomial of the Frobenius endomorphism /E(T) = det(l — 
7r) = 1 - Tr{^yr qT2. The zeta function , which will be defined in chapter four, 
has the following form: 
r ( _ fE{rs) — 1 - Tr(7r)g-3 + g1"25 
‘ i - ) ( 1 - O (1 - )(1- - ” , 
The above theorem implies that the characteristic polynomial of the Frobenius endomor-
phism have zeros lying on the line Re(s) = 1/2.: 
Theorem 2.9.2 The zeta function of an elliptic curve E over Fg satisfies 
.:._,. ;.- •'•/• 1 : ."• .. .. . ••..... . ' ; • . , " • .:. • —- ' '. - , - . . . . • . . . .. y ., : ... ••“ - • ‘“ ” .. .‘.. 
• •-•'. ••••'••.'.•. . . ‘ . . . . .‘•-• . •
 :
 “ '. .,. . . . . . . , . '... •• ... ' / . . .'’ . . , :. ‘ . 
We can define similarly the characteristic polynomial of the Frobenius automorphism 
when ^ is not an elliptic curve. 
( 
1 — T if E has a node with tangent rational over Fq 
fE(T) = < 1 -f T H E has a node with tangent quadratic over Fq 
1 H E has a cusp. 
\ 
Thus in all the cases, 
[EnsiF^^qfEiq-1). 
2.10 The Local Field Case 
The group jE(C) of an elliptic curve over the complex number field is isomorphic to a torus 
while the group jB(R1) of an elliptic curve over the real number field is isomorphic to a circle 
or to its product with a group of order 2 according to A > 0 or A < 0. 
We assume now k is a local field with respect to a valuation v, or equivalently to a 
prime 7T. Let k and R be the residue field and the valuation, ring respectively. In addition, 
K denotes the algebraic closure of ks denotes the separable closure of k while kur denotes 
the maximal unramified extension of k. E is an elliptic curve defined over k with a collection 
of subgroups of 7r-adic filtration of E, n G N. Tlieii we have the theorem below. 
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Theorem 2.10.1 1. The subgroup E^n\{k) is 0} finite index in E(K). 
2^ The reduction map is a homomorphism Ens{tz) with kernel E (k). 
3. The map P z(P) — is an isomorphism between and the group of 
: m —
 ? 
points on the formal group of E(k) over the prime ideal of k. 
Proof: 
1. Refer to Husemoller [8, Chapter 14,Theorem 1.2], 
2» Direct checking. 
3. Ex is a group with respect to the formal group F, a b = F(a,b). The map is a 
homomorphism as F is a formal group. It induces the injective maps 
and —RTT . The surjectivity of the map is easy to check. 
Using the above results we see that E (k) is uniquely divisible by all integer m not 
divisible by the characteristic of « since [m]x has a unique inverse in R[ai, — • 6][[ ]]. 
We say that the elliptic curve E has good reduction at the valuation v if Ev, or equiva-
lently is an elliptic curve. If Ev is singular, then we say that E has multiplicative or 
additive reduction at v if Ev has a node or cusp respectively. When E has multiplicative 
reduction at v , E is said to liave split or non-split reduction at v if ^ has the tangent line 
at the node rational or quadratic over K. 
We can associate a local conductor iv to the elliptic curve E 'over K by fv = v(A) +1 n, 
where A is the discriminant of E and n is the number of the irreducible component of the 
Neron minimal model E over the algebraic closure K. 
Finally, we state without proof the Ogg-Neron-Shafareyitch criterion for good reduction. 
We denote Iv — Gal(ks/kur) the inertia subgroup of Gal(ks/k) = Gv so that Gv/Iv = 
Ga/(«/Ac). We say that a set T is unramified at v if Iv act trivially on T. 
Theorem 2.10.2 Let (k, v) be a local field with perfect residue field K of characteristic p. 
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1 • The elliptic curve E has good reduction at v. 
2. E(ks)\t\ are unramified for all I prime to p. 
3. E(ks)[l] are unramified for infintely many I prime to p. 
4. ^ (Z/IZ)2 for all I prime to p. 
5. The Tate module Ti(E) is unramified for some prime I unequal to p. 
6. ^ 7 ( / ^ ) = , ;\ ‘ ,. . ; :: /, •• '• J.; 
Proof: Refer to Husemoller [8 Chapter 15,Theorem 3.3]. 
2,11 The Global Field Case i 
Let K be a number field with the ring of integers . F o r each valuation v, we denote the 
valuation ring by Rv. By the local theory, we know that each elliptic E modulo v can be 
written as a minimal model. 
Fv{x\y) = y2 + aViixy + aVt3y - x3 - aVj2x2 - aVy4x - aVt& = 0 
with coefficients in Rv having the discrminant Av, the conductor fv . We associate two 
divisors DE — and f to the elliptic curve. The former is called the 
dicrimainant divisor of E while the latter is called the conductor of jE. We denote Ap 
the discriminant of the curve defined by the equation F(x, y) = 0 for E. Furthermore, 
we define TJF = ~ - )V where ^ is the differential of Fv. -It is not hard to show that 
12TJf + ( A F ) = 1 ½ . . : , 
Theorem 2.11.1 Let R be a principal ideal domain, then there exists a model F 0 for 
the elliptic curve E such that- Fv is minimal for all valuation v of R. 
Sketch of proof: Let two curves F = 0 and = 0 be isomorphic and thus Tjpi — tjf + (w) 
for some non-zero u in I(. We use u to define an isomorphism class defined by F = 0 with. 
r/F = 0. Then (AF) = De‘ ; 
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For the case K = Q, we choose the minimal model E with defining equation ^ = 0 
which has coefficients in Z. We have proven that E(Q)t0r is finite and the number of 
generators in the free part of E(Q) is finite, or equivalently the rank of E(Q) is finite. Tate 
conjectured that there is no bound on the rank r of elliptic curves. Shafarevitch and Tate 
showed that r is unbound if the ground field is the polynomial field. A. Baker and J. Coates 
have shown that the magnitude on the integral solutions (x,y) on 0 is bounded by 
exp(exp(exp(2M)10n )) if M is the the 
maxinmm of the absolute value of coefficients in 
F. It is also conjectured that the Tate-Shafarevitch group is finite, in this case Cassels 
proved that the order is a square. 
Here are lists of examples of the elliptic curves with rank > 1 [19]. 
Wilman(\94S) r > 4 
Penny and Pomerance (1974) r > 6 
Penny and Pomerance (1975) r > 7 
Grunewald and Zimmert (1977) r >9 
Nakata (1979) r > 9 
Mestre (1982) r > 12 
Kretschmer (1983) r = 10 
Mestre (19S2) r > 14 
…_ Jordi Qwer (1987) r = 12 
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Chapter 3 
Class Field T h e o r y 
In this chapter, we follow the approach of Iwasawa in building up local class field theory by 
formal group theory as well as the approach of Jurgen Neukirch in the construction of the 
global class field theory from local class field theory by pure group-theoretic method. For 
details, refer to Iwasawa [9] and Jurgen Neukirch [14]. 
3.1 Valuation and Local Field 
We discuss some basie facts on valuation of a field k. A function v : k ^ R is a valuation 
of a field k if it satisfies 
1 ‘ 111111(^(0:),^(2/)) < + y) 
2. v{xy) = v(x) + v(y) 
3. v(0) = oo 
We define the valuation ring and prime ideal of a field with valuation v by 
O = {x e k I > 0} and "P = {x G k | > 0} respectively. As V is a maximal 
ideal, we denote k; the residue field O/V. JJ — ker v is called the unit group of (kyv). A 
valuation; v is discrete ii v(k) is a discrete subgroup of R and v is normalized if v(k) = Z. 
Two valuations v and /i are said to be equivalent, v ~ if = afj,(x) for some a > 0. 
Two equivalent valuations define the same valuation ring, maximal ideal, residue field and 
unit group. Thus it is sufficient to consider those normalized valuations. 
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We define v-topology on k as follows: We form the neighborhood system of x by using 
= {y G A; J v(x - y) > a} so that O is closed in k and V is open in k. We say that 
. I 
is complete if fc is complete with respect to v-topology. We denote k the completion of k. 
Let kf be an extension of Jb with valuation v' . Then the restriction oi vr to k, is a 
valuation on it. In this case, we say that t/ extends v. Let v be a valuation of k and k' be 
an algebraic extension of A; Then v can be uniquely extended to a valuation vl on k'. K 
.......: • \ ..  ‘ - • 
k'/k is a finite extension , then v'(x')=[ ,.^v(Nkr/k(x'))r 
For the above V on ‘ we define similarly the valuation ring Of, the maximal ideal V' 
and the residue field can be embedded as subfield of . We denote 
f(y'Iv) = : k] the residue degree of vf/m,iid e(vr/v) - the ramification 
index of v'/v respectively. It is easily seen that the residue field and tlie value group remain 
invariant under completion of k. Any automorpliisni of i;'/A; induces an automorphism of 
k'/K . 
From now on, whenever we talk about a field k, we associate a complete normalized 
valuation in other words, (k,v) is a complete normalized valuation field. We also assume 
K, is finite with q elements. We call such a field local field. 
Any element t E V with t;(7r) = 1 is called a prime element of (A;, -y), hence V = (7r). It 
is obvious that all ideals of O are of the form ( = O ) . Let U0 = U and Un = l + Vnr 
then Un/Un+i = n and U/Ui H If we take any set of representatives A of tz in O 
with zero, then any element a; e k can be represented as Z)_oo«n an^n with an e A since 
pn = Airn + P n + 1 - A-Kn + Airn+1 + A7rn+2 + . •. + Vm+l for any m > n. Hence the space 
O is topologically and algebraically isomorphic to Hn^N therefore it is compact. 
Proposi t ion 3.1.1 Let (k,v) be a local field. Then k is a non-discrete , totally disconnected 
locally compact field with Vn,n > 0 open subgroups and open neighborhoods ofQ in k. While 
k* is non-discrete, totally disconnected locally compact abelian group with a basis of open 
neighborhoods and open subgroups Un, n > 0 of 1 in k*. 
Proof: Refer to Iwasawa [9 Proposition. 2.6]. 
Lemma 3.1.2 For each x 6 O, u(x) = limn_>oo xqn is an element of O and it has the 
following properties: 
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2. Lj(x)q = cj(x) and 
3. u{xy) = u{x)(jj{y). 
Proof: Refer to Iwasawa [9 Lemma 2.2]. 
Proposi t ion 3.1.3 Let V = {x ^ k | - 1 = 1} and A = VU {0}. Then A is a complete 
set of representatives of K in O and V is a cycle group of order q — 1. 
Proof: Use the above lemma. 
Let (k',v') be an extension of , or in other words V | k v. It is easy to see that 
v' \ k - ev where e = e(vf/v) = e{k'/k). The numbers e and / are 'transitive'. In general, 
the residue field « is not finite. 
Proposi t ion 3.1.4 Assume k is a finite field. Let vh,. • • ,Wf be linearly independent el-
ements of K,'/K and in O' corresponding to WI in Fix a prime TT' in k', and put 
rjij = 1 < i < f and 1 < j < e. Then {%•} forms a basis of k'/k. 
Proof: Direct verification. 
In short, we have the following proposition. 
Proposit ion 3.1.5 Let (k, v) be a complete normalized local field and h'/k be a finite ex-
tension of degree n. Then there exists a unique complete normalized valuation v' on k' such 
that v' \ k ^ v , \kf :k] = ef and v^x') = ~7v{Nk> ik{x')) where e — e(k'/k) and f = f(k'/k). 
‘‘.," J 
For the above extension A:', then k'/k is called an unramified extenioii if e — 1 , f = n 
while k'/k is called a totally ramified extension if e = ti, f = 1. It is easy to see that 
a prime in k remains prime in k' ii k'/k is xmraiiiified wliile the norm of a prime in k' 
is a prime in k if k'/k is totally ramified. We denote ko the splitting field of xq — x 
over k. Then ko/h is the maximal unramified cyclic subextension of k' with degree f , ko 
is called the inertia field of V/A;. The above facts give liints to the construction of any 
unramified extension /fc of degree TL which is unique up to isomorphism. Note that each 
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elemenf <7 of Ga '/AO induces ail automorphism cr* of and the map g g* defines an 
isomorphism Gal(k'/k) = Gal{n'jn). The Galois group GaW/K) is generated by w ^ wq 
which corresponds to <j> in Gal(kf/k). (j> is uniquely determined by <j>{y) = yq (mod V') 
for any y £ O'. This is called the Frobenius automorphisiii of the unramified extension 
We define the different and the discriminant of any separable extension J;'/^-
Define J = {x' G k' | ^//¾(a:') C O} so that J is a O'-submodule of k' containing 0' 
and the inverse is an ideal of We denote the different of the above extension k'/k 
by 8(k' jk) = J " 1 C C and the discriminant by D(k'/k) = Nki/k{8{k'/k)) which is an ideal 
of (9 in k. 
Proposition 3.1.6 There exists an element w in O' such that • • •, wn~x forms a free 
basis of the O-module O'. In particular, , O' = O^K'] if k' jK is totally ramified where TC' is a 
prime element of k'. : 
Sketch of proof: Take such that /c' S k,(u') and w G Of, so that u, = w (mod V). Let 
g G be the minimal polynomial of with degree f and let h G 0[x], h = g (mod V). 
Replace w by w + tt if necessary we assume h(w) is prime in k' so that = w^h^w)3, 
1 < i < f and 0 < j < e, forms a basis of the ( -module O'. And the result follows. 
Finally, we consider the ramification groups in the lower numbering. Let k ' /k be a 
finite Galois extension ,witli Galois group G. Let cr be an element in G and hence aOl = 
0'y aV'n = Vn for any n > 1. Thus cr induces a ring homomorphism an : 0//V,n+1 — 
0'/V,n+1. Define Gn as the kernel of the map a ^ an so that Gn = {a £ G \ ay = y 
(mod Vfn+1y, y G O'}. With the above notation, we find that G0 = Gal(k'!k) and G/GQ is 




implies that Go = ker{a) = ker^/3) = Gal(kf/ko). 7 is an isomorphism implies 8 is an 
isomorphism since /(K ' /K) = 1. 
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Proposition 3^1.7 For each n ^ O, there exists an injective homomorphism G n l — > 
sending a (mod Gn+i) to ¢7(^)/777 (mod U'n+1) where ir' is a prime element of 
^ ^ ^ ^ i: B : 
Proof: Direct checking. 
3.2 Unramified and Totally Ramified Extensions and Their 
Norm Groups 
We called an algebraic extension F/k unramified (totally ramified) if any finite subextension 
k'/k of F is unramified (totally ramified)/ As is the splitting field of xqn - x ovei k, 
then )¾. G iff n \ m . It is logical to define the maximal unramified extension of k
 ? 
hy K = kur = UArJr so that KK the algebraic closure of which we denote by 7c. Each 
a in Gal(kur/k) induces an automorphism a' in K/K. The map <j h- ct' defines a natural 
isomorpliism Gal(kur/k) = Gak{K/K,), since Gal(k^r) is isomorphic to Gal(kn/n) for any 
n, where Kn is the residue field of kUr/k, B,nd 
Gal(kur/k) = \im Gal(k^r/k) - l imZ/nZ 
GaU^/K) :¾ lim Gal(Kn/K) = lim Z / nZ. 
The map w h^ wq defines ail automorphism of K/K and the corresponding Frobenius auto-
morphism CJ>K E Gal(kur/k) is characterized by (j>K{oL) = aq (mod PK) for all a E As 
A-
Z is dense in Z = 11111+- Z/nZ, < (j>k > = Z is dense in Gal(kUr/k). k is the fixed field of <f>k 
..“……•
 v
 : , . .  • A : . ... . , ‘ • 
in K. In addition, Gal{kur/k) = Z is characterized by sending (pk to 1. 
Define Vn the sybgroup of (gn - l)-th root of unity in. k. Then = A;(yn) and 
kur = kiV^) where = UVn. Vn = < and y* ^ imply that (77)= for all 
. . . . . . . : . . . . : V . 
77 G Vqq, this property c h a r a c t e r i z e d F o r any finite extension k,/k, k'ur = k'kur and for 
any 77 G V^, ^ ( r / ) = 779' t/^ implies that ¢1 where f = f(k'/k). It is obvious that 
k'/k is totally ramified iff k' C\ kur = k while A;'/^ is unramified iff k' C kur. 
If F is totally ramified extension oi k and L : Fkur. Then cr a | kur defines an 
isomorphism Ga^X/i71) ^ Gal{k^r/k). Hence (f>k has an unique extension ip in Gal(L/F). 
It is not hard to see that i7"1 is the maximal totally ramified extension in L. 
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Take any Galois extension E]k containing kur and let ^ be any element on Gal(E/k) 
such that I = ^ with fixed field F in E. Then it follows that Fkur = E, = k 
and Gal(EjF)^ Gal(kur/k). 
There are also some other characterizations of unramified extension by means of norm 
group. For any algebraic extension oiF/k, we define the norm group of F/k by N(F/k)= 
k'/kW) and the norm unit group of F/k by NU(F/k) - r\Nkl/k(JJ{k')) respectively 
where the intersections are taken over all finite subextensions of k'/k. It can be shown that 
the norm unit group of k'/k is the unit group U(k) iff k'/k is unramified while the norm 
group of F/k contains a prime element of ^ iff F /k is totally ramified. 
Proposition 3.2.1 Let k'/k be an unramified extension, then NU(k'/k) — U(k). If k'/k 
is an infinite unramified extension, then N^k'/k) = U{k). Thus N(kur/k) == NUQzurlk)= 
U(k). 
Proof: Nkn^^kZ ) = < Trn > xNU(kZ;) ~< Trn > xU(k). If k' contains for infinite n, 
then N{k'/k) = U{k). 
3.3 Formal Group and Abelian Extension of Local Field 
Let i? be a commutative ring with identity. A formal series F(xiy) in [[ , is called a 
formal group over R if 
1. F(x,y) = F(y,x) 
2. F{F{x,y\z) = F{x,F{y,z)) 
3. F(x,y) = x + tJ (mod deg 2). 
We denote the inverse of a; with respect to F by 4 so that F{x,ip(x)) = 0 . M = 
can be made into an abelian group Mp by the addition / 9 = / , ). A 
homomorphism / : F —between two formal groups over R is a formal series / G M 
such that / ( ( , ) ) = G ( / ( o ? ) /(2^) or simply / o F = G o f . If f has ail inverse / 1 
in M, then / - 1 is a homomorphism; In this case , we called such f an isomorphism of 
the formal groups. Moreover^ we denote F^ by ^ ( x , y) = f~l(y)))' Hence 
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Hom(jP, G) is an abelian group and End(_F) is a ring with respect to the addition f +f 9 
and the multiplication / o It can be shown that any isomorphism 6 : F G induces a 
ring isomorphism 6 : End(F) —> End(Gf) by sending f to fe. 
Note also that + y) = x + y Gm(x,y) = xy + x + y are the additive formal 
group and multiplictive formal group respectively. If R is a commutative algebra over Q, 
then any formal group F over R is isomorphic to Ga by using F Ga with the property 
A(a) = a; (mod deg 2). Such an isomorphism is called the logarithm of F. 
Let K — kur, k' = arid = Ok- For each, prime element it of kr define J7^ the 
family of all Lubin-Tate polynomial over Kfhe. f(x) = TTX (mod deg 2) and f(x) = xq 
(mod Let <j) = <pk be the Frobenius automorphism oi k and = Y^^ip-i)^ f — 
J2 aiX{' Then it is clear that G if / G The union of all T^ for any prime element 
7r will be denoted by 
Proposi t ion 3.3.1 For each f G T-^ , there exists a unique formal group Ff over R such 
that f e EomR(Ff, F f ) . : Y ' 
Before proving it, we need two lammas: 
Lemma 3.3.2 
0 Ok — O^ O- — 0, 
K K . 
. 1 — - u(k) — i 
are exact. 
Lemma 3.3.3 Let 7Ti and be two prime elements of K and fi and /2 be two Lubin-
Tate polynomials in • P • Let L(x\, • ‘ ’, xm) = 0:10:1 + . • • + amrcm G O^. Then 
there exists a unique power series F = F(xi, • • •,xm) in O ‘ yxm]] such that F = L 
(mod deg 2) and ^ 0 F = F^ o f2. 
Proof of the Lemmas Refer to Iwasawa [9 Lemma 3.11,Proposition 3.12].: 
Proof of the proposition Take y) = x -\- y, TTI = 2 = ,and j\ = f2 = / , then the 
corresponding F(x, y) is the unique formal group satisfying the required properties. 
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• ^ v e taie (x) = ax, ci e , then there is a unique [a]/ mO^ satisfying [a]f = 
deg 2) and / o [a]/ = [a]^ o / The m [a]/ = [a] defines an injective 
homomorphism from O to End_R(jP/). Let 7r; Vbe two prime elements of K and let / G 
and / ' G Take rj E such that — = and take L(x) = rjx , /i = / TTx = TT', 
.'. • 7T • - , 
7T2 = 7T. By the previous lemma, there exists a unique isomorphism 6 : Ff —> i^/ such that 
eix) = Tjx (mod deg 2) and f o 6 = 64, o f . Hence = / / / and [a]^ = [a)r. In other 
words, all formal groups are isomorphic. 
Let AI be the maximal ideal of the completion of the field J?. Then M can be made 
into an O-module M j by a + / = Ff(ar/3) and a a = [a]/(a). For n > 1 we define 
Wf - {a eMf I P n + 1 • } a = 0}. Then 
0 = W^— C _ C .G W7 - C Wf = UWf 
is a chain of (^-modules. The above 0 induces an isomorphism of the O-modules MF with 
M f , Wf with Wf with Ws>. Let x prime in k' and f e T^ Then the order of Wf is 
qn+1 and k'{Wj) is a finite Galois extension over k'. If we take any a0 mWf/WJ'1, then 
[k^ao) : kf] = {q - l)^71, ^n(7r) e a 0 is also a prime element in k'(Wf) such 
thatWJ1 = (9 • / a 0 . The map a ^ [a]f{a) induces an isomorphism (9/7^+1 WJ.. In 
general, Vi •/ WJ = for any 0 < i < n. 
Denote End(Wy) and Aut(Wy ) the ring of all module endomorphisms and the group 
of module automorphisms of Wy respectively. For each a E O, the map a [a] induces a 
homomorphism (!) End(W^) and U — Aut(T^). By the above argument, E n d ( ^ ) 
0/Vn+1 and hence Aut(W^) ^ U/Un+l for n > 0. : 
/sj Tl 
It is easy to see that if (Wy ) = X is independent of the choice of f in T. 
Proposi t ion 3.3.4 LlK is an abelian extension and there exists a topology isomorphism 
8 : U(k) _ Gal(i 
Proof: For each n, define 6n : U(k) Gal(L /K) by Sn(u)a = [u]f(a) for any a e W^ 
71 
where / E . It induces an isomorphism U/Un+i = Gal(L /IC)- As U = lim— U/Un and 
Gal(L/l{) - lim Gal^/^), ^ result follows. 
v
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Now we introduce the abelian extensions Ln and Let (9m denote the valuation 
ring of the unique unramified extension of degree m over k. Let T1!^ = & <^m[[M] 
= a n d = It is not haxd to show that = is independent 
of the choice of / in and K(WJ) = Ln is independent of the choice of / in J"00. 
Proposition 3.3.5 Let TT be a prime element in , Then 
1. T = KLn, K : K n Zn and Gal^/K71) ^ Gal(L/K) 
2. Ln = Kk^171, = /( H A;? 71 so that k^'71 is the maximal totally ramified exten-
sion over in L, and Ga^I/1/^ ^ Gal{Ln/k^n) x Gal(Ln/K) is isomorphic to 
^ / ( 1 / ¾ ) X ^ / ( ’ 7 1 / ^ )• / 
3. Ln/k, Ln/K} k^n/k and k ^ / k ^ are all abelian extensions. [Ln : I(] = (q -1)^1 
and [k^n : k] = m(q-- l)qn. 
Proof : Direct checking. 
From the above discussions, we can deduce the following two propositions. 
Proposition 3.3.6 1, For each f in\F°°, 8n : U(k) Gal(Ln/K) induces an isomor-
phism U/Un+1 ^Gal{Ln/K). 
2. For each f in T^y 8^ : U(k) Gal{k^,n]induces an isomorphism U/Un:\.i = 
. Gal{k^n/k^ .::: : : ( : , -V . . “ : : . 
Proposition 3.3.7 Let ir E be a prime element. Then 
1. is a totally ramified abelian extension. 
2. Let f G Tl^ and a E \ Wj~x. Then a is a prime element in so that 
- k^r(a) and Om'n = Om[a] where is the valuation ring of k^n. 
3; The complete set of conjugates of a over is Wj \ Wj"1. 
4. The complete set of the conjugates of a over is a +/ W?-1-1. 
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Proof: Refer to Iwasawa [9f Lemma 4.7,Lemma 4.8] and Corollary to the Proposition 5.4. 
We discuss the special case when m == 1, i.e. ^ = 4 ' ° ° and L = ULn, = Then 
the Coleman norm operator of 5 = X>[[a;]], Nf : S 5, can be defined uniquely for any 
f G T hy the following property: 
Nf(h)o[jr] = l[h(x+f7) 
where the product is taken for all 7 in W° . Moreover, the Coleman norm operator has the 
following properties. 
1. N f i h ^ = ^(/10^(/12) 
2. Nf(h) = h (mod … l . : \
 : V ) 
3. N^S*) ^ xlS* 
4. h = 1 (mod V1) implies ^/(/1) = 1 (mod 
5. Let h e x^*, i > 0. Then
 Nn(h e S* •• 
Proposition 3.3.8 Let tt be a prime element ofk, f £ J^l and a G Wf \ Wy"1 for n > 0. 
Let ai = 7Tn_t • / a for 0 < i < n and lei be any element of U{k^) and = 2¾ for 
0 < i <n. Then there exists h(x) in such that & = h(ai) for 0 <2 < n. 
Proof: Refer to Iwasawa [9, Proposition 5.11]. T 
Let L = H It is not hard to show the proposition below. 
Proposi t ion 3.3.9 k^ is the maximal totally ramified extension over k in L. Gal(LJK)= 
Gal{L/k^) x Gal(L/kur) which is isamorphic to Gal{kur/k) X Ga^k^/k). 
We will see that L — kurk^ is the maximal abelian extension of k. 
There is a relation between Frobenius automorphism and the endomorphism [u]f . If 
f e and f £ 7T and ‘are prime elements of k and k' = respectively, then 
= 6 o [u]f where 9 is the unique isomorphism between Ff and Ffi, where (j>' is the 
Frobenius autpmorphism of k and u = Nk'/ki^'/^) [9, Proposition 5.16]. 
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Proposition 3.3vl0 For any prime element TT of k, N{k^/k) =< TT > xUn+i for n > 1 
and N{k^lk) =< Tr>hIfF is a totally ramified extension over k then N(F/k) ==< 7r > 
Proof: Refer to Iwasawa[9, Proposition 5.16]. V 
3.4 Abelian Extenion and Norm Residue Map 
We assume the notations in the previous section. Now we introduce the norm residue map. 
Gal^L/k^) — Gal(kur/k) implies that <j>k has a unique extension ^ in Gal(LfK) such that 
tt I kur = (f>k and ^ | A^r = 1, 
if we fix a prime 7r in k. Write x k* as a; = Tmu, u E U. 
We define p : k* Gal(L/K) 
by p(x) = V^Mu—1) where is tKe isomorphism from U to Gal(L/kur)^ It follows that 
p(7r) \ kur = <j>k, I A^t = 1 and p{u) = ^(¾-1) for any ^ 6 /7. 
Proposi t ion 3.4.1 Let tt' be a prime element in k' = and let x = Nkif^ir'). Then 
p(x) is the unique element a E Gal(Lf K) such that a \ kur = ¢^ and a | = 1 
Sketch of proof: Write tt7 = Tr^ f G 77(^), w = Nkl/k(0 € U{k). Take f e f 6 J^ 1 
and 6 the isomorphism from Ff to Fr, then = do[u]f. Thus p(x){6{a)) = -
9 o [u]f o = p(a;) | = 1 for all n as p(x) extends to 0 on K. 
The above norm residue map pk sends 7r to ^ for any prime element in k. Actually, 
the map pk is independent of the choice of ir. p is injective and continuous in the v-topology 
of fe and the Krull topology of the Galois group Gal(L/I(). The image of is a dense 
subgroup of GaI(L/K) and consists of all elements <j in Gal(L/K) such that a | kUT = (j)7^. 
In particular, if a | kur — (j>K, then there exists a unique prime element TT of k such that 
a = In other words, the Frobenius automorphism corresponds to a prime element. 
Theorem 3.4.2 The maximal abelian extension kab of k is L = k^kur. 
Proof: We have L C Kab obviously. Therefore N(k^/k) =< TT > x^7n+i(/:) and 
= < > X ^ ( ¾ implies that N(k^n/k) =< ir > xUn+1(k). If F/k is an abelian 
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extension, then NF/k(F*) is an open subgroup of F*. Since Un(k) form a basis of open 
neighbourhood of 1 G we have < 7rm > xiTn+i^) C NF/k(F*). Then F C C X 
and hence kab C L. 
Theorem 3.4.3 Let k'jk be an algebraic extension. Then the following diagram is com-
mutative. 
V* Gal(kfJk') ‘ 
f^cVfcl 
k* Gal(kab/k) 
Proposi t ion 3.4.4 Let k'/k be a finite abelian extension. Then 
Sketch of proof: is obvious. (=^) Extend to an automorpliism in Ga^kabk1/k1), 
which is isomorphic to Gal(kab/k' D kab) = Gal(k'ab/k% Take an element a e Gal(kfab/k) 
which corresponds to so that ¢7 | A; == (a;). Let = kfnkur. Then pk(x) \ k^r = 1 
and a — pk'{x') for some x' by the previous propositon. Then again =s a | kab : 
Pk{Nk,jk{x')) and hence a; = Nkt/k(xf) e N{k'lk). 
One obtain a characterization of the norm residue map. 
Theorem 3.4.5 pk k* -^r Gal{kk) is unquely characterized as a homomorphism p : 
k* Gal^k^/k) so that 
1. p(7r) I kur is the Frobenius automorphism 4>k of k for any prime element TT of k. 
2. For any finite abelian extension k'/k, p N^ ^) | k = 1. 
Proof: If p satisfies both conditions, then p | = 1 for any n > 0. As ?r G N(k^n/k^r)y 
hence Pk(^) | K = 1. Now p(ir) | kur = i.e. P(TT) = ^ = Hence p and pk 
coincide at prime elements and therefore on k. 
Here are some functional properties of pk. 
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Theorem 3.4.6 Let k'/k be a finite separable extension of local field. Then the following 
diagram is commutative. 
^k'/k 
k,* GaL^JW) 
where tyik is the transfer map. 
Proof: Refer to Iwasawa [9, Theprem 6.16], 
Theorem 3.4.7 The following diagram is commutative. 
k* Gal{kahIk) 
‘ a ^ a* ' ' - , ' " ' 
M Gai^JY) 
where cr*(r) = CTTG-. and AK ^ k'. 
Proof: Direct checking. 
3.5 Finite Extension and Ramification Group 
Focussing on a finite abelian extension k f/k, we have the following fundamental results. 
Define pkitk : k' — Gal(k'/k) as the composition of the following maps. 
k*Gal{kab/k) Gal(kab/k)/Gal(kab/kf) ^ Galik'/k). 
Theorem 3.5.1 pyj^ induced isomorphisms k'*JN(k'/k) = Gal{k'jk), and N(k'/k)= 
p^Ga^kab/k). Gal(kab/k) is the closure of pk(N(k'/k)) in Gdl(kai,/ky. 
Proof: The first part is obvious. The second part follows from the fact that pk is injective 
and the image of is dense. 
Corollary 3.5.2 [k* : N^k'/k)] = [kf : A;] if k'/k is, a finite abelian extension. 
The converse of the above corollary is as follow. 
Theorem 3.5.3 For each closed subgroup H of k* with finite index, there exist a unique 
finite abelian extension k'Jk such that H = N(k!Ik). 
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Tliis is the so-called uniqueness a,nd existence theorem in local class field theory. Before 
proving the theorem, we discuss some properties first. 
Proposi t ion 3.5.4 U Let jk be any finite extension, then N(k'/k) = N(k' kab), 
\k : Nfji'/k)] < [k': k] and the equality holds iff k'/k is an abelian extension. 
2. Let k' jk be a finite extension and kn/k be a finite abelian extension. Then 
N(k'/k) C Nik^/k) ^ kC h" C k'. 
Proof: 
. ¾ ¾ ' ( 
1 • Use the previous corollary and the fact that 
p{x) \ (kf n kab == 1) iff a? eN(k'/k),. 
2. k C k„ C A;' iff fc C kn C k'X\ k^ C kab m N{kf/k) = N(kf H kab/k) C N(kn/k) iff 
Gal(kab/k' n ‘ C Ga!(kab/ 
Sketch of proof of t he Theorem Let [k* : H] = m, then 7rm G H for a fixed prime element 
TT of A;. There exists Un+1C HnU since 7 is a closed subgroup of U. i.e. N(k^n/k)=< 
7rm > x Un+i C H for some m. Let E = , and pE/k : k*/N(E/k) — Gal(E/k) is an 
isomorphism, then there exists kf/k sich that fc C k' C E and H/N(E/k) ^ Gal(E/kf). 
Note that is isomorphic to Gal(E/k'). Hence N k'jk). 
The above homomorphism between the family of all finite abelian extensions and the 
family of all closed subgroups with finite index in k* reverses set inclusion. 
Now we discuss ramification group in the upper numbering'. Let k'/k and k'/k11 be two 
finite Galois extensions with k C k" C k'. Define G = Gal(k'/k) and H = Gal(k'/kn). 
Hence H is a subgroup of G with Hn = Gn D H, 
G/H = Gal(k"/k). The definitions of Gr 
and Gr are as follow: 
= G 
Gr = Gn i f n - 1 <r<n,n>0 
Vr = [Gr :1] 
” =[G? 1] = e(k'/k) 
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Define (j>: [— 1, oo] —> [—1, oo] by 
f r if - 1 < r < 0 
(j>(r) = < 1 
( l + . • • + 9n-i 4 tr n+ l)9n) if n - K r < n. 
V go 
The map <f> is characterized by ' 
1. (0) = 0 and <j> is a continuous, stricting increasing piecewise linear function. 
2. 4>'(r) = ^- if r ^ Z,: 
do 
For each cj G G, let io(cr) = • It is not hard to show that the function 
——min(zG(cr),r + 1) satisfies the' two conditions above and hence 
So ^G 
. i _ 
<t>{r) = -1 V— Y^j rnin{%G{o),r -]r 1), r> -1. 
As a strictly increasing function on. [—1, oo], it has an inverse function We define GT 
hy GT = G^r) ioi r > -1. 
Theorem 3.5.5 Let Gr and (G/H)rf r > be the ramification groups in the upper 
numbering for two Galois extensions k'/k and k” /k respectively. Then (G/H)r GTH!H 
for r > —1. 
Proof: Refer to Iwasawa [9, Theorem 7.7]. , - : - -
With the above definitions, we state without proof the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.5.6 Xet k'/k be a finite abelian extension of local field. Then for any r > —1, 
Gr = Pk'/k(U{) where i — 1 < r < i. > 
Proof: Refer to Iwasawa [9 Theorem 7.12]. 
Corollary 3.5.7 G r = ( ^ / o r i —1 $ i. 
The above theorem shows that Un C N{k' jk) \S. Pk'/k(Un) 1 iff Gal(k'/k)n = 1 for any 
n > 0. Denote by c(k'jk) the minimal n for which the above comditions hold. We define 
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the local conductor of i^/A; by f(A;7ib) = Hence k'/k is unramified iff i (k ' /k) = 0 . 
It can be showii that cfjc'/k) = 1 + where Gn and Gn+i = 1. For each character 
X oi Gal(k'Jk), we denote the fixed field of kerx by A;x and f x the conductor oikx/k. Then 
we have the classical formiila. 
Theo rem 3.5.8 Let D(k'/k) be the discriminant of the finite abelian extension k'jk then 
D(k'/k) — X]x ^x where the product is taken over all characters x of Gal{k'Jk). 
3,6 Hilbert Symbols [0^,/¾ and (a, /3)/ 
Let (k,v) he a local field, and let TT be a,prime element of k and / 6 T\. We define a 
sequence wn by w0 G WJ, wn = f(wn+1) = t 9f wn+1. We call ( f , w ) a 7r-sequence for 
k. Thus wn e Wf \ and Wf = 0 wn. It can be shown that any 7r-sequence is 
isomorphic. ( / , w) is called a normed 7r-sequence if it satisfies iVfcm/fcn(^m) == wn for all 
0 < n < m or equivalently M/C®) = Yl^w0^ S Nf{x) — x. 
Let B = lim—( )* where the inverse limit is taken with respect to Nm,n = iV^m/^n. 
Let Nn = iVn>1. Then Nnpn is independent of the choice of n. If we write the normed 
7T-sequence P as • • •) then we can define v(P) = v(Nn/3n). 
Theorem 3.6.1 Let (f,w) be a [sequence with v(/3) = e, /3 G B. Then there exists a 
-unique t(x) G xeC9[[a;]]* such that t{wi) = Pi. 
Sketch of proof: It suffices to consider the case e = 0, By the proposition 3.3.8, there 
exists tn(x) £ 0[[x]] with tn(wi) = A for any 0 < i < n. As (tn+i - in)(W}) = 0 for all 
0 < i< n, hence tn+i — is divisible by [7rn+1]/, Then t liniin Is the required answer. 
We denote pn the norm residue map for the field k ,with, maximal ideal Vn. For any 
f e ^ and a e Vn, /3 6 Take f with 7rn+1 • / f = a so that A;' = k ^ ) is independent of 
the choice of As k'jk^ 'is abelian, (/3) | A;7 is an element of Gal{k'/k^). It is logical to 
define (a,/?)„ / = pn(J3)(^) / ^ whicli is independent of the choice of with, the following 
properties. 
1. ( )n,/ = ( )n X fcj Wf satisfies 
" ./ - . •', '46-
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(a); (ai + / a 2 , P ) n j = («1, P)n,f +/ («2,P)n,j 
(b) (a,/3i/32)n./ = (a /3i)n / + / (ayP2)nj 
(c) (a */ - « • / 
(d) ( ^ / 3 ) ^ / = 0 iif /3 6 
(e) If / is normed and a is a prime element of k^, then (a a)n’/ = 0 
(f) Take a G and a ' = 71 • / a G Vm , e K m and ^ = N m , n W) G K m . 
/ Then = ^ ;:,:::::.<:: : :. .::.., ; ;.: :;: V 
Using the above results, we can define a pairing on AxB where A lim Vn and the direct 
limit is taken with respect to [7r]m_n : Vn — Vm. In other words, (a,/?)/ = (ani/3n)nj. If 
h : ( / w) (/', wf) is any isomorphism over (9, then h(a, /3)nj = {h(a),P)nj' implies that 
/i(a /?)/ = (/i(a),/3)/'. It is obvious that (a a , / 3 ) n j = a (a,/5)/. 
For any normed 7r-sequence ( / , w), we denote jP/ the formal group of f and A : Fj Ga 
the logarithm of i^/ respectively. A(a) is well defined for any a e M f , and if a e Vm then 
1 ^(^n) 
A(a) is an element of A;^ . For each /3 G J9, we define = ~ ~ r f j r for any n > 0 
where ^ can be found so that tp{wi) = /¾ It satisfies 
2. 8(p)n e V~l for all /3 e . • „ : 
3. Tm,n(6(P)m) = tt^-H^)^ V ‘ ^ : . ,::,:_::.:::: ’,-
• 1 ‘ If we let xn = n+1 Tkn^k[X(an)S(/3)n] for any an G Vn, then it has the following properties. 
1. xn(an +/ <,/?) = xn{anrj5) f xn{a'n,P) 
2. xn(a any^ axn(an,/3) 
3. xn(an, P/3,) = xn(an)/3) -\- xn(an,fi') 
4. xn(7rm-^ . / an ,P) = 7rm-nxn(an,P) 
Finally, we define the Hilbert symbol [a,/3]w by [a,/3]w = Xrn(am,P)f fWm for sufficient 
large ?n. It is well-defined and it defines a pairing [ : A x B W/ satisfying 
. w 
T ‘ ‘ ‘ • . . .. • . 
1. = [oc,/3]w> ii h :(f,w) ( / ' , w ' ) is an isomorphism. 
2. [a a , ] = a [a,/3]w iov any a G O 
Theorem 3.6.2 (a,/3)/ and [a, P]w define the same pairing from Ax B to Wf for any 
normed tt-sequence (f .w) in k. If a is represented by {otn)anevn> the element xn = 
I -' - - / . 
—^Tn(X(an)S(l3)n) belongs to O and (a,/3)f - xn %s wn. 
“ i • . .-...... : . --
Proof: Refer to Iwasawa [9, Theorem 8.18], 
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3.7 Adele and Idele 
From this section onwards, we follow the approach of Jurgen Neukirc3i[14] in building up 
global class field theory from the local class field theory. 
Let K be an algebraic number field. A prime element V or equivalently a place should 
mean a class of equivalent valuation in K. The infinite primes consist of real primes and 
complex primes. The real primes are one to one correspondence to real embed dings of K 
while the complex primes are one to one correspondence to the complex embeddings of K. 
We denote Soq the set of infinite primes of K and S a set of places containing Sqq. For 
finite prime we define the usual normalized valuation | \-p- For a real prime V and a real 
embedding z: K R we define | a \v=\ I while for complex prime V and the complex 
embedding i: K —^  C, we define | a \-p—\ i(a) |2. 
For each prime "P, we consider the completion K of K with respect to the P-adic 
valuation. If P G Soo then K is R or C according to V real or complex. We denote Z/p 
the usual set of -adic units in Kp, if V is infinite, then Up is the set of units of 
We denote by JK the group of ideals of K and Pk the group of principal ideals. The 
factor group JK/^K1s called the ideal class group of K. It is a classical fact that the ideal 
class group is finite and its order is called the class number of K. It is also known that 
a rational prime in Q is ramified if and only if it divides the discriminant of K / Q . If we 
denote the 5-units of K by K 5 = {a G K* :\ a \v= 1 for all P ^ 5}, then the Dirichlet's 
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unit theorem tells lis that tKe group of ^-units of K is a finitely generated group of rank 
s — 1 where s is the cardinality of S. 
An adele a of K is a family a = {a^?} of elements ap E K-p where a-p is integral in 
K for almost all V. The set of adeles form the adele ring of K. An idele is simply a unit 
in the ring,or equivalently, a G {a^} is an idele if a-p is a unit for almost all V. We define 
the group of ^-ideles of K by = FlpeS x UT^S . T h e union of all ^-ideles of K 
is called the idele group of K which we denoted; by / k . In particular, an idele of the form 
a = {a^?}, where ay = a; for some x G K*, is called a principal idele. K* can be embedded 
cannonically into J K , the factor group CKJ^IK/-^* i s called the idele class group of K. 
Proposi t ion 3.7.1 The surjective homomorphism Ij^ Jk sending a = (a-p) to Ylvyoo Vvv av 
induces isomorphisms = ^k ^/(½°° ' = JK/^K-
Proof: Direct checking. 
In fact, the idele class group can be represented as 5-ideles of K. 
Theorem 3.7.2 Ik = 1^ - K* and ( ¾ :K*/K* for some sufficiently large set of 
primes S in K. 
Sketch of proof: Choose finite representatives Air- • in J k / ^ K - We assume V\, •. • 
are all distinct prime factors of the. «4 s, and 5 be the set of infinite primes and the primes 
above, then / k = • K* by using the homomorphism / k — Jk . 
We topologize / k by a basis of neighborhood of 1 in Ij^ with the sets J] e S ^ P x 
Yl-p^s Uj> C Ik where W-p C K^ is a basis of neighborhood of 1 in K-p and S is a finite set 
. . . . . . . . •• .
 v ' • • . .:. ,.. . .. . . . . . • 
of prime containing infinite primes. As U-p is compact, we see that Ik is a locally compact 
HausdorfF topological group with K* being a discrete and closed subgroup. Hence ( ¾ is 
again a locally compact HausdorfF topological group. 
We consider the homomorphism | 1 : ¾ — R + , sending a to | a |= H I av \v with 
kernel denoted by We denote the ideal class group of by ( ¾ == /K*. Then 
Ck — x R + . The group C ^ is indeed a compact subgroup of Ck-
• • _ “ 
3.8 Galois Extension and Kummer Extension 
Let L /K be finite extension of number fields. For each field K we associate a group 
GK = G a / ^ / K ) . We can embed Jk to / l by associating each idele a = (ap) G IK 
an idele A' = (a^) E IJ, where = O/P for any Q | V. Similarly, an isomorphism A 
from L to L induces an isomorphism a : defined by (ora)aQ = cr(a^). If, in 
particular, L /K is a Galois extension with group G, then is a G-module and = / k . 
Furthermore, we define the norm map i^L/K ^L / k s e n d i l l g a t o 1 1 ^ w ^ e r e the 
product runs over all elements in Gal(K/K) (mod Gal(K/L)). With some calculations, 
w e ge t (NL/K(A))V = UQ\V NLQ/KV(AQ)-\ 
If we focus on the Galois extension L /K with Galois group G , then we can identify the 
decomposition group Gq with the group Gal(LQ/K-p). We put I = J I q | p Lq and U^ = 
and therefore 7 l = ^ ^ K q = U M ^ W ^ ^ 1 = Yla^aQ = 
For each set of primes 5 of K we define 5 the set of primes of L lying above the primes 
in 5 and define = i f . Thus 
^ = n c x n X K 
ves v s ves 
Proposition 3.8.1 Let S be the set of infinite primes and ramified primes, then 
i f ) = 7 ^ ^ ( 6 ^ , ¾ ) 
Proof: The definition oi H° is different from the previous chapter. Refer to Neukirch [14] 
for the definitions of JT0 ( 1 and /i>below (Chapter 1 of [14]) and the proof(Chapter 
4 Proposition 3.4 of [14]). 
As ir°(Gv j£) = /k /^L/K^L = P K v / N L Q / K v ( ^ W r a e JK is a norm of an idele in 
L iff a-p is a norm of an element of Lq for any Q | V. 
By Hilbert's theorem 90, we get H ^ i G . I Q - ^ { G J l ) = 1, where 5 contains all 
the infinite primes and all ramified primes. The injection Jk induces an injective 
’ « ‘“ y, ^  H' ‘‘1 I , • i ,-1..^ 7 “ - ‘ • ‘’ “ - - ., 1
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homomorpHism Ck ^ C l , and it is not hard to show that C l is G-module with C L = Ck-
We can define JVx/k- C'l ^K ^Y using iV^/K : ^L — -^ K-
Theorem 3.8.2 Let L/K be a cyclic extension of degree n with Galois group G. Then 
h ( r r , ^ \ \ _ ' - , . - , 
I - i ( G C7L) | = 7i. 
Proof: Take S so that JL = / £ X L*. By Hilbert's theorem 90, H~1{GQ,'L*Q) = 1. 
I 1= [K^ :NLQ/KV(L^\ =\ GQ 1= 
w e j 0 )I i n 0 ( 1 _ 
where tit? is the order of the decomposition group. 
The results follow if we can prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.8.3 Let L/K be a cycle extension of degree n with group G. Then 
where n-p is the order of the decomposition group G-p above V. 
Proof: Refer to Neukirch [14, Chapter 4,Proposition. 1.3]. 
Now let K be any field containing the group \in of all n-th roots of unity. By a Kummer 
extension of K, we shall mean a field extension of K of the form L = 
K( A1/71) where A is a 
subgroup of K containing K*n. Hence L /K is an abelian extension of exponent n iff L /K 
is a Kummer extension. ! 
Theorem 3.8.4 The Kummer extensions L /K are in one to one correspondence with the 
subgroups A of K.* containing K*n. We have an isomorphism 
a V Xa 
a(a1/n) 
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3.9 Global Reciprocity Law and Global Class Field 
Let L be an algebraic extension of a number field K. We use the notation (0:7?, L ^ / K ^ j ) = 
PLp/Kp ) as defined in local class field theory. For any abelian extension L / K of finite 
degree, we define [ ,L/K] : I k Ga/(L/K) by [a,L/K] = 
Proposi t ion 3.9.1 Let L/K and L ' /K ' be two finite abelian extensions with K C K'. 
L G L'. Then the following diagram is commutative.) 
4 [ 'I C ^ L ' / K 
n k ' / K ^ r e s 
I k Gal(L/K) 
Proof: Direct verification. 
If L/1( is abelian of infinite degree, we define [, L/K] | M = [, M / K ] where M runs over 
all finite sub extension of L/K. By a Z-extension Kur of a number field K, we shall mean 
a Galois extension of K so that ^ / ( K ^ / K ) is isomorphic algebraically and topologically 
to 7,. The above proposition still holds for any infinite abelian extensions. 
Proposi t ion 3.9.2 Let 0,/Q be the field generated by all the roots of unity, let T be its 
torsion subgroup of Gal(Q,/Q). The fixed field Qur/Q is a Z-extension. 
Sketch of proof: Gal(Q,/Q) = ]imGal(Q(fin)/Q) = lim—(Z/7iZ)* = Z = Z X T, where 
T = Z/2Z x n p ^2 - 1)Z. Hence the closure of T in Gali^l/Q) is T, and by infinite 
‘ " ' • A A . . ‘ ' 
Galois group theory we have Ga/(Qu r /Q) GaZ(D/Q)/T = Z. 
Now take the ground field to be Q and K be any finite field extension of Q. By 
the above proposition, Z = G q / G q ^ where Gk = Gal(Q/K). Therefore we have a 
A 
cannonical surjective homorphism deg : GQ — Z. If we denote the inertia degree of K / Q 
by / k = [K fl Qur Q]. We again can define a surjective homomorphism 
• “ • ' • ' .. :: 1 . A 
degK = —deg : GK — Z 
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with kernel Gkut.• It in turn induces an isomorphism degK Gal(Kur/K) Z, the 
element 1 corresponds to the Frobenius automorphism 0 k of K w r / K . We denote l / K the 
restriction of </>k to L / K . 
By an Henselian valuation of; Ck with respect to the map deg we shall mean a surjective 
• ‘ A A 
homomorpliism v : Ck Z with the properties V(CK) = Z and v(JVk/qCk) = / k Z for all 
number field K / Q . We can get the Henselian valuation by the composition of the following 
two maps, 
degK : Gal(Kur/K) Z 
[ , K /K] : IK — Gal(Kur/K) 
. : . . : . - . . . . 
Propos i t ion 3.9.3 For every principal idele a e K*, we have [a, K u r / K ] = 1. 
-,. -- • . v . . . . . _ 
Proof : It suffices to show the case K = Q. Since Q u r is contained in the field generated 
by all the roots of unity, it is sufficient to prove the poposition for the field Q(C). i.e. 
[a,Q(C)/Q] = n p ( a , Qp(C)Qp) == 1 for any a G Q and any P - roo t of unity ( . Local class 
field theory tells us that if we write a = u • then 
* ( 
pvp(a) f o r p / , oo 
(a, QP(C)/QP)C = Cnpwhere nv = j tT1 for p m I 
sign (a) for p = oo 
And the result follows after a little calculations. ‘ -* 
Propos i t ion 3.9.4 The above map v : ( ¾ — Z is a Henselian valuation with respect to 
.A • . , 
the map degj^ : Gk — Z. 
Proof : Refer to Neukirch [14, Chapter 4,Proposition 6.4]. 
1 A 
The Heneslian valuation VJ^ = O NK/Q Ck —^  Z satisfies the following property. 
IK ‘ 
Propos i t ion 3.9.5 1.: = v j ^ e o a for any a in Gk 
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2. For any finite extension L/K} we have the commutative diagram. 
c h z : f -. 
-AR , JL L
 |/i/ic= 
; . ' '• , cK z .: 
We call an element ttk of Ck prime if V(TTK) = 1 and for any Galois extension L / K 
we define r L / K : Ga/(L/K) — CK/NL/KCL by rL/K(a) = iV s / K(7r s) (mod NL/KCL) 
where S is the fixed field of the Frobenius lift a ' G Gal(Lur/K) oi a e Gal(L/K), i.e. 
a ' I L - a and 7Ts is a prime element of C .It can be shown that the above map is a 
well-defined homomorphism. 
T h e o r e m 3.9.6 / / L / K is a finite subextension of degree n of Kur/K} then the reciprocity 
map r L / K Gal (L/K) — CK/NI/KCJ, is given by tx/kOl/K) = K^ (mod ^L/K^L) 
and it is an isomorphism. 
Sketch of proof: Let (j>K be tHe Frobenius lift of </>L/K of ^ / ( L / K ) with fixed field K 
hencerL/icO^ L/K) K (mod L/K^K).31^^101^ ^ K/NL/K^K - H°{Gal{LlK),CiJ) 
and Ga/(L/K) have order n. I f > g = iVL/K(a) G NL/KCK, then m = v K ( 7 r g ) = 
vK(iVL /K(a)) = H L ( a ) 0 (mod n). Therefore rj^/K '1S an isomorphism. 
We state without proofs the functoriality properties of the reciprocity map. 
1. Let L / K and V / K ' be two Galois extensions, K C L C L'. Then the following 
diagram is commutative. 
Ga/(L7K0 CyN^KsCi 
res Nj^T IK 
Ga/(L/K) CK/NL/KCL 
2. Let L / K be a finite Galois extension. Then the following diagram is commutative. 
Gal(L/K) CK/NL/KCL 
where cr*(r) = cr 1 r&. 
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3. Let L / K be a finite Galois " extension with K7 as intermediate .field, we have the 
following commutative diagram. 
Ga/(L/K0 a 6 ^ ^ CKI/NL/KICL 
transfer inclusion 
: G a / ( L / K ^ ^ CK/JVl/KCL 
where Gab = G/G^ and G' is the derived group of G, 
By global class field theory, we shall mean a pairs of surjective homomorphisin (deg : 
G Z, vk : C k -5, Z) where deg is continuous, v is an Henselian valuation with, respect to 
the degree map. 
T h e o r e m 3.9.7 If L / K is a finite Galois extension, then “ 
rL/K —^ CK/NL/KCL 
is an isomorphism. 
Proof : Refer to Neukirch [14, Chapter 2,Theorem 2.6]. 
We denoted the inverse map of rL /K by ( , L / K ) : Ck Gal(L/K)ab with the kernel 
equal to i^L/K^L- This map is called the global norm residue symbol of L / K . 
Propos i t ion 3.9.8 degK 0 (
 5 K u r / K ) = vk 
Proof : We have (7r K ,K w r /K) ; > K since (7rK ,KUr /K) | M. = (ttk M / K ) =. 4>M/K 
0K I M. For any ^ 6 C k with Vk( Q,( K w r / K ) = 1. So if we write a = TT^U G C k , 
then d e g K ( a , K u r / K ) - d e g K ( ^ ) = n = 
Now we equipe ( ¾ with the norm topology. We take the cosets a N ^ ^ C ^ a basis of 
open neighborhoods of a where L / K runs over all finite Galois subextensions. 
T h e o r e m 3.9.9 1. The open subgroups of Ck are precisely the closed subgroups of finite 
index. 
. 5 5 
, - • 
2. If L / K is a finite Galois extension, then JVl/k : ^ L — CK is continuous. 
Proof : Refer to Neukirch [14, Chapter 4 Theorem 7.3]. 
Theorem 3.9.10 There is a one to one correspondence between the family of all finite 
abelian extensions L/K and the family of all open subgroups Af of CK by the map L 4 
Nl/kCk, In other words, Gal(L/K) ^ CK/J^- Moreover, C L2 A/"L2 C Ni1} 
NU.U …Wu a n d UnU 
Proof: Refer to Neukirch [14 Chapter 4,Theorem 7.3].: 
The above M is called the class group of L / K while L / K is called the class field olAf. 
For infinite extension K / k , we dMne C K = lim CKa where the inverse limit is taken 
over iVK a /K : CK0 — CK/S wliere Kp C K a are finite sub extensions of K/k. If L / K is 
any extension, then for any finite subextension La of L /K , we have i^La/K C l CKa , 
where K a L a n K : Passing to projective limit, we can define 7Vl/K • Cj, -^ CK- Similarly. 
we define degK deg : G K Z and vK : CK — Z by passing to projective limit if 
^ JK 
fK is finite and ^ ( 0 ) is compact. Hence we have again a class field theory (deg : G k — 
Z and vk : ( ¾ a n d glob a! reciprocity map. 
K we embed K into C K by the map [ ], we find a relation between local and global 
norm residue map. 
Proposition 3.9.11 Let L/K be an abelian extension and V be a prime ideal ofK. Then 
the following diagraw, is commutative. 
L ) \ 
CK (-MQ Gal(L/K) 
Proof: Refer: to Neukirch [14, Chapter 4,Theorem 7.3]. 
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Corollary 3.9 12 If a = (ap) G iic, (a L/K) = np (<^ L P / K • V a ^ K * i s a 
principal idele, en n p ( a L> /K ) 1 
Sketch of proof: It suffices to consider the case a = [ap]. ([ap] L /K) = (a-p,1,^/K-p)= 
n Q ( M Q LQ/KQ) . 
Proposition 3.9.13 For any finite abelian extension L/K we have N^^Ci, K^ 
Proof: Refer to Neukirch [14 Chapter 4,Corollaxy 6.8]. 
3.10 Ideal-Theoretic Formulation of Class Field Theory 
We discuss only the abelian extensioii L /K . By a cycle M m ' K we shall mean a formal 
product M == rip of prime powers such, that np > 0 and np = 0 for almost all V while 
we admit np = 0 or 1 for the infinite primes. Let 
the group of n^-th principal units of K, Vjoo -
R+ r where V is real and = 1 
= ^ / 
R* - K^ where V is real and n-p == 0 
C* = K^ V is complex 
\ . . . r- -... - - - — - “ 
For any av G K^, we write a^V= 1 (mod Vnv) iff o^ e JI^. UV is real and n^ 1 
then a-p > 0. If V is real and = 0, or V is complex, we should have no restriction on 
av. a = 1 (mod M) means a 1 (mod Vnv) for all V. We set = {a £ IK\ a = 1 
(mod «M)} = Uv U^v and we call the factor group C ^ = • K*/K* the congruence 
subgroup mod Ai. If in particular M = 1, then = ]Jv\oo Kv x II^/oo = • Hence 
= IK/IK° K * ^ JK/PK is the ideal class group of K. 
Theorem 3.10.1 The norm group of CK are precisely the subgroup containing a congru-
ence subgroup C^. 
Proof: Refer to Neukirch [14, Chapter 4,Theorem 7.3]. 
By the global reciprocity map, there is a unique abelian extension KM/K corresponding 
to the congruence subgroup C^ ) We called KM/K the ray class field of C^ and C^1 the 
ray class group of KM/K. If M = 1, then Gal^/K) ^ JK/Pk and [K1 : K] = hK, 
the class number of the number field K. The conductor f of L / K is defined as the greatest 
common factor of all cycle M such that L C K ^ , or equivalently C C In other 
words, K f / K is the smallest ray class field containing L / K . We have then the famous local 
and global conductor theorem. 
Theo rem 3.10.2 If f is the conductor of the abelian extension L / K and f-p is the local 
conductor of the abelian extension L p / K p f , then f = Yl-p fp. 
Proof : Refer to Neukirch [14, Chapter 4,Proposition 7.5]. 
By the above theorem, we see that a prime V of K is ramified iff P | f. Therefore the 
Hilbert class field K ^ K is the maximal unramified abelian extension of K. 
Let l i p n7? be a cycle of K, we denote J^ = JM the group of all ideal prime 
to M and PM the group all principal ideals (a) G P K such, that a m. 1 (mod Vnv) for all 
V I M. VM is called the ray group mod M while JM jVM is called the ray class group 
mod M. If we consider the map k : IK — J K sending a to Uvj[co ( , then we have an 
isomorphism C k / ^ k 
-
J K / P K U s i n g t h e g l o b a l norm residue map, we can define the 
Frobenius automorphism <b = ( , L Q / K p ) for any unramified prime V where Q is any 
prime of Kp lying above and.7r is any prime element of K-p. Then is characterized 
by p(a) aq (mod Q), where q is the cardinality of the residue field of L q / K ? . We put 
^ ^ ) , it is independent of the choice of the prime lying above P . Let A t be a cycle 
containing all the infinite primes and ramified primes, the cycle of declaration of L / K , then 
we can define a cannonical homomorphism 
by ( £ ^ ) = Y[{r^-)nv where A = n ^ V n v . The above ) is called the Artin 
A
 V\A V 
symbol. If V is a prime ideal and ir-p is a prime element of K p , then we have 
( ¥ ) = ( [ _ ] L /K) . 
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Theorem 3.10.3 Let L/K be an abelian extension and M be a cycle of declaration of 
L/K: Then the Artin map induces a surjective homorphism 
^L/K^ . JM JPM Ga/(L/K) 
with kernel HM/PM where HM = NL/KJM -PM. 
Proof: Refer to Neukirch [14, Chapter 4,Proposition 7.5], 
Theorem 3.10 A Let L/K be an abelian extension of degree n and let V be an unramified 
prime. Let M be a cycle of declaration of L/K and let HM be the corresponding ideal 
group. If f is the order of V (mod HM) in the ideal class group JM/HM, then V split 
into a product V = Qi- -Qr of r - n/ f different prime ideals Qi s of degree f over V in 
L. 
Sketch of proof: Let V - Q i . . . Q r , As V is unramified, Q?s are all distinct and of 
degree f, the order of the decomposition group of Qi over K and hence the order of the 
Frobenius automorphism </>v = By the ismorphism JM/HM ^ Ga/(L/K), it is 
the order of V (mod HM) in JM/HM. 
Corollary 3.10.5 The prime ideals of K which totally split in the Hilbert class field are 
the principal ideals. 
Contrast to the above facts, we have another characterization of the Hilbert class field 
K1 . ‘ 
Theorem 3.10.6 Every ideal ofK becomes a principal ideal in the Hilbert class field. 
Proof: Refer to Neukirch [14, Chapter 4,Theorem 8.6]. 
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Chapter 4 
Hasse-Weil L- func t ion of elliptic 
curves 
4.1 Classical Zeta Functions and t-functions 
In this section, we state without proofs the basic properties of the classical zeta-functions 
and L-functions and their corresponding functional equations. 
We start by defining the Gamma-function r ( s ) 
/•oo R]f 
^ = 1 
for Re(3) > 0. 
It has the following properties. 
1. T(s + 1)== sT(s) 
2. T(s)T(l - s) = - A -
sm ITS 
4. l / r ( ^ ) can be extended to an entire function with simple zero at s = 0 1 , - 1 , . : . j 
It is a classsical fact that the Riemann zeta function 
n 0 
converges for Re(s) > 1 and it converges uniformly and absolutely for Re(s) > 1 + for any 
8 > 0, and satisfies the following properties. 
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1. C = J I p T ^ Z 7 
2. C(^) has an analytic continuation to Re(s) > 0 except for a simple pole at 5 = 1 with 
residue 1. 
3. ¢(5) has a meromorphic continuation to the whole complex plane with^(5) = 5) 
where ^ (s) == 7r"*s/2C(s). 
The Dedekind zeta function of an algebraic number field K / Q is defined by 
•A 
where the summation is taken over all ideals A in K. The Dedekind zeta function has 
properties similar to the Riemann" zeta function: 
1. ( k ( 5 ) converges for Re(s) > 1 and converges uniformly and absolutely in the region 
Re(5) >1 + 6 for any S > 0. 
2. CK(5) has an analytic continuation to Re(s) > 1 - l/n, where n = [K; Q], except for 
a simple pole at s l with residue 
2rif27T)r2 
lim (s- I)CK = ~ - i r m R • h 
s-^i- m • v | D I 
where h is the class number of K, ri is the number of the real embed dings, 2r2 is the 
number of complex embeddings of K, R is the regulator, m is the number of the root 
of unity and D is the discriminant of K / Q . 
3. CK = Y l v 1 _ ‘ 
4. Ck(s) has a meromorphic continuation to the whole complex plane which satisfies a 
functional equation of the following form. 
f
 Gi(5) = 7r-5/2r(5/2) 
where | (¾ = ( )1 sr(s) 
j K M = ”CK • / 
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Let K be a finite extension of Q , and let x be a character of the ray cl s group J k / ^ K 
(mod jW), where M is a cycle of K. Then the generalized Dirichlet X-function of x is given 
by 
’ , v^ X(^) L M i s ^ ^ J ^ 
where the summation is taken over all ideals>4 and x ( ^ ) = 0 if ( # 1. H M - I and 
'ylfl) 
X = ly LM(syX) = Ck(5)- If K = Q and M = m-oo, then LM(s,x) = E n is the 
classical Diriclilet X-function E ( m)=i The Dirichlet -function lias the properties 
Th 
similar to the Dedekind zeta function except that LM(s,x) i s analytic at s = 1 if X 1. 
Let K / Q be an algebraic number fieldisomorphism <7 of K into C is real if cr(K) C 
R, otherwise a is called complex. K is said to be totally real field if every isomorphisni of 
K into C is real, K is called totally complex if every isomorphismof K into C is complex. 
K is a CM field(Complex Multiplication) if it is a totally complex quadratic extension of 
a totally real field. Let K / Q be a CM field with Galois group G. Let j be the complex 
conjugation of C and let O be the ring of integers of K and M an ideal of O. An algebraic 
Hecke character modulo M is a function x from the ideal of (9 to C with the following 
conditions: 
1. 1 
2. x( 7^  0 iff is relatively prime to M 
3. = x(A)x(B) 
4. There is an element ^ = ^ Z[G] such that a e O, a = 1 (mod M) , then 
x ( a ) V f]— ) ) n W . 
5. There is an integer m > 0 such that (1 + j)0 = miV, where N = Y^c is the norm 
operator of K / Q and j is the complex conjugation. 
The number m is called the weight of x- It is easy to show that x( == (iV•( ))m/2 if 
: ( A ^ ) ^ 1. • .:: ,.:: , \ , : : . . . : , 
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The Hecke Z-function is defined by 
: x) = 5 . 
It converges uniformly:and absolutely for Re(«s) > 1 + m/2 + 6 for any 8 > 0. 
4.2 Congruence Zeta Function 
For any elliptic curve E over finite field Fq , the congruence zeta function, is given by 
OO rpx 
aE/Fq;T) = exV(£Nr—) 
r=l 
where Nr is the number of element in E(Fqr). For example, if we focus on the elliptic curve 
defined by En : y2 = 3 — n2x, which is related to the congruent number problem, then we 
have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.2.1 Let En be the elliptic curve y2 = x3 - n2x over Fp) where p is coprime to 
2n. Then 







where a = Re(7r); IT - iy/p if p 3 (mod 4); if p = 1 (mod 4) then w is an element of 
u " • , / ' 
Z\i\ of norm p which is congruent to ( ) modulo 2 + 2i. L J
 p 
Proof : Refer to Neal Koblitz [11, p.49]. 
In general, Weil showed that any elliptic curve E over F p has congruent zeta function 
of the form . 
C(E/F .T 1 - ^ + ^ 2 ( 1 - ^ ) ( 1 - ^ ) 
where ap is an integer satisfying | av \< which is the so-called the generalized Riemann 
hypothesis. It is easy to prove iVr + 1 — 7rr — W7*. 
For a bad prime p, we define the congruent zeta function by 
1 T if E has a node with tangents rational over Fp 
(1 - T)(l — pr)((_E/Fp; T) = < 1 + T if has a node with, tangents quadratic over F p 
1 if E has a cusp 
. . . .63 • . . 
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We end this short section by giving two examples. 
1. y2 = x3 - Dx, then p is a good prime iff p is coprime to 2D. If p 3 (mod 4) then 
_‘ = p + 1. If p = 1 (mod 4), then P = TTW with IT € 7r = 1 (mod 2 + 2i). 
NI =p + 1 — ( — ) 7T ( — ) 7f. 
4 4 . 4 
2. y2 = a;3 + D, then p is a good prime iff p is coprime to 6JD. If p = 2 (mod 3) 
then. Nx = p + 1. If p = 1 (mod 3), then p = TTW with tt G Z[i], TT = 2 (mod 3). 
4£) 4D 
1 + ( - ) ^ + ( - ) ^ . 7T 6 7T 6 
For the exact definition of (—)} refer to Ireland and Rosen [10, Chapter 9]. 
7T. 
4.3 Hasse-Weil L-function and Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer Con-
jecture 
We define the Hasse-Weil X-function of an elliptic curve over a number field K. For any 
prime ideal, or equivalently a discrete valuation v of K, we can associate a congruence zeta 
function of Ev over the residue field Kv of cardinality qv by 
C(EV/^T) = exp(5 
n>0 U 
where is the unique extension field of Kv of degree n. ((Ev/KVJT) is actually a rational 
function of the form 
c( 
where /V(T) = 1 - avT + qvT\ av = qv + 1- | EV(KV) | • By the previous section, we can 
extend fv to v where E has bad reduction at v. 
The i-function L(E/K,s) of E / K is/defined by the Euler product 
‘ 1 ( ^ , 5 ) = 1 1 / , ( ^ ) - 1 . 
V 
Some authors may write C EfK,s) for L(E/K,s). 
Conjec ture L(E/K,s) can be extended analytically to an entire function which, satisfies 
a functional equation of the following form. 
= — s) with it; = 1 
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= ^/2(2 ) ( /K … 
where NE is the conductor of E/~K. 
In 1954, Denring proved the conjecture when E has complex multiplication while Eichler 
(1954) and Shimura (1958) proved it when E/Q is a modular elliptic curve. 
We cite some examples concerning the ^-function. 





x extend analytically to an entire function with functional equation 
A = A ( 2 - s ) 
where 
Sin2 n odd 
16n2 ^ n even 
J +1 z/n = 1,2,3 (mod 8) 
w — < 
I - 1 if n E W l (mod 8) 
Proof: Refer to Neal Koblitz [11, p.84]. 
Examples 
1. y2 = x3-Dx has complex multiplication by i, hence L(E/Q, s) is an entire function. It 
can be shown that L(E/Q,s) is a Hecke X-function with the following Hecke character 
of weight 1 modulo 8D, 
( (—)7T if iV P E I (mod4)’:P == (7r) withTT 1 (mod 2 + 2i) 
,7T 4 
x(^) = S -p if NV = 3 (mod 4) 
0 if V\2D 
< ‘ . 
Therefore, L(E/Qys) = L(s, x)-
2. y2 = x3 + X) has complex multiplication by w, where CJ3 = l,henceL(F/Q,s) is an 
entire function. It can be shown that L(E/Q7s) is a Hecke -function with the 
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following Hecke character of weight 1 modulo 12D. 
AT) 
- ( — ) T T if NV = p= l (mod 3)’P = (tt) with tt = 2 (mod 3) 
V 7T 6 • ’ 
x(V) = \ —p if NV = P2,V == (P), P = 2 (mod 3) 
0 if V \ QD 
< 
Therefore, L(E/Q,s) = L(s,x). 
We state without proof the following classical theorem on elliptic curves with complex .. 
multiplication. 
T h e o r e m 4.3.2 Let E be an elliptic curve defined over an imaginary quadratic fiels K, 
with complex multiplication by an order O in K . Fix an O-generator Q, e C of the period 
lattice of a minimal model of E. Let • denote the Hecke character of K attached to E and 
L{ij)^s) the corresponding Hecke L-function, The L-function of E over K satisfies 
L(E/K,s) = 1(^, 5)^(¾ 5) 
and 1)/12 G K. : ' : ' • 
B.J.Birch and H.P.F.Swmnerton-Dyer [2 3] have done a lot of research on the rank oif 
elliptic curves of the form y2 = x3 + Ax + B, A,B G Q. They conjectured that 
J J C(l g i V , 
P<N P 
where g is the number of generators of infinite order and Ni is the number of elements in 
— Ni 
E{FP). They were unable to find the constant C as the value riP<jv — oscillates vigorously 
‘ : P , • 
as N increases. ‘ 
Now we state the conjecture of Birch, and Swinnerton for a general number field K if 
we assume the analytical continuation of the Hasse-Weil L-function. 
Con jec tu re 
1. L(EfK,s) has a zero of order g, the rank of E(K), at 3 = 1.. 
2. 
lim =2^ I DK I U1(E/K) || ^(K) t o r s i o n I"2 J ] 
s*-*l- [S — 1)3 V" 
1
 .. . 6 6 : : 
‘
 :
 . . ’ . . - : . . ‘ 
where 
' 1 i f 
d-p = :< / ( I w J if V is archimedian 
J(E(KV): E^°\KV)) if 
2t2 is the number of complex embedding of K / Q 
jDk is the discriminant of K 
lli(E/K) is the Tate-Shafaxevitch group of E/K 
R(E/K) is the regulator of E/K 
The definition of the regulator of E / K need a little bit explanation. Let P 1 , P 2 5 - " 
a basis of the free part of E(K) and let < Pi, Pj >= h(Pi + Pj) - h(Pi) . h(Pj) where h 
is the cannoiiical height function on E, Then the regulator of E/K is the determinant of 
the matrix whose (2' j)-entry is < P“JPj >. Note that the definition is independent of the 
choice of the basis. 
4.4 A Sketch of the Proof from the Joint Paper of Coates 
and Wiles 
Let F be a finite extension of Q and E be an elliptic curve defined over F. We denote 
the rank of E(F) by gp- If E admits complex multiplication, then Deuring has shown 
that the Hasse-Weil L-function can be identified with a product of Heck L-series with-
GrSssencharacter and thus it has an analytic continuation to the whole complex plane. 
For the detail of definition of Grossencharacter, refer to Shimura [17] or Gross [6]. An 
important result on the conjecture of Birch and S winner ton-D.yer was proved in the joint 
paper of J.Coates and A.Wiles. 
Theorem 4.4.1 Assume that E has complex multiplication by the ring of integers of an 
imaginaty quadratic field K. with class number 1 and that E is defined over K or Q. I f F 
is K or Q and gp > 1, then the Hasse- Weil zeta function L{EfF, s) vanishes at s = 1. 
Before the discussion, we should elaborate on the notations used. K denote an imaginary 
quadratic number field with class number 1 and ring of integers of K is ¢9. Denote TZM 
the ray class field of K modulo M. S is the set of all rational bad primes for E together 
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with 2 and 3. Choose a rational prime p which splits in K and does not belong to S. E is 
an elliptic curve define over K whose ring of endomorphism is isomorphic to O. Choose a 
model for E so that Ep is minimal for all primes V of K. Say 
y2 == 4a;3 - -
with g2 and g3 in O. Let E(C) be isomorphic to C/L for some lattice L in C with, the cor-
responding Weierstrass function p{z). Take a H so that L = ClO. tpis the Grossencliaracter 
of E with conductor f = ( / ) . Let = i ) ( V ) be the unique generator of V so that the 
reduction modulo V of the endomorphism 7r is the Frobenius endomorphism. E^n+i is the 
kernel of the endomorphism 7rn+1 of E modulo V. Write Fn = K(E^n+i) and jPoo = ^n>oFn 
and Gn Gal FnIK). Let be—the completion of Fn at the unique prime Vn lying above 
V. Un is the group of units of which are congruent to one modulo For each n > 0. 
we let Mn be the maximal abelian p-extension of Fn, which is unramified outside Vn. Let 
Ln denote the maximal unramified abelian p-extension of Fn. Let XJ'n be the units of 
which are congruent to one modulo Vn, and whose norm to K p is equal to 1. En denotes 
the set of global units of Fn, which are congruent to one modulo Vn while En is the closure 
oiEN in U'N. x is the cannonical character acting on via GQ. i.e. UA = X{P)U f o r anY 
o- G Go and w G E^. If we let W be any Zp[G0]-mo(kile then we let W be the submodule 
of W on which Go acts via xk- Hence 
Then the elliptic curve E has good reduction over J^ o [Theorem 2 of [4]]. If we let E^ 
be the group of f-division points on E. Then the ray class field of K modulo f is the 
field H = K(Ef) [Lemma 3 of [4]]. If we denote the conductor of the extension Fn/K by 
fn = fpn+1, then the ray class field of K modulo f n is FniT[Leixima 4 of [4]]. 
Let A the ring of integers of a finite extenion of Qp with maximal ideal M. Then we 
denote G(M) the formal group G over M. [a] is the endomorphism defined by a 6 Zp. Let 
A . 
E be the formal group arising from the reduction modulo V. Then t = —2x/y is a local 
parameter for the point of infinity of the Weierstrass model. We can write x,?/ as a Laurent 
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series in t. Since t == - 2 \ \ , we can expand t as a power series in z G C. 
P, 
, oo 
t = z-\-J29kZk, 
_ k=2 
A 
where gk lies in K. This is an isomorphism of the additive formal group Ga and E over 
K-p. Let S be the formal group defined by the function [IR](w) = TTW + wp. Hence there is 
A 
a unique formal group isomorphism defined over O-p from to E so that 
oo 
k=2 
The composition of the above two maps defines the logarithm of the formal group 8 
A : S Ga-
For each I < k < p - take r)k = (1 — , where 9k - J2aeG0 ^ ^o is a 
fixed generator of “ so that R}K G ^ and IJK 1 - (mod VQ+1). If $o contains no 
non-trivial p-th root of unity , then {rjk} form a basis for U0/US> We can define a group 
homomorphism 
cj>k : Uo — OvIV 
by the following: For each a E t/0, take / G 0-p[[x]] sucli that f(u0) a . is defined 
as the coefficient of Tk in T ( - ^ ) l o g f(T). With some tedious calculations, (j>k(Vj) = 
and each u G UQ/UJ can be written as u = Uk^i rj;“ k (mod U^). 
Let TZn be the ray class field of K modulo f n . Let C be any lattice in C. We define 
= rUAo(l 5)exP + l ( 2 
s2(C) = lim5>_o+ EcgAo^"2 I ^ I"2' 
d{zyjC) = A(£)exp-652(^2 a(z,C)12 
where A(£) is the discriminant function, ofX. For any integral ideal A in K, we can define 
an elliptic function for the lattice L 
where iV is the absolute norm of 4^ and A~XL denote the lattice ^ - 1 . We assume A to 
be an ideal prime to 5 and p. Let pn be a primitive fn-division point of L, and it can be 
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•shown that 0(pn, A) belongs to TZn. Let 4 = {Zj : j G J} and Af = { • G Z : j G / } so 
that — 1) = 0. For such a pair (A,7^), we define 
jeJ . 
so that it is a unit of the field All such B(z,A,Afys form a subgroup Cn oflZn, which 
we call the elliptic units of7Zn. It can be shown that the elliptic units of7Zn is independent 
of the choice of the primitive fn-division point pn . We denote the norm group of Cn with 
respect to the extension TZn/Fn by Cn. Then Cn is independent of the choice of pn and it is 
stable under Go. It can be shown. that <?n.xis contained in [lemma 26 of [4]]. Take a set 
B of integral ideals of K which are prime to f0 , so that {aQ : Q e B} is the Galois group 
of TZo/Fo where aQ is the Artin symbol of Q for the extension TZ0/K. If A is an integral 
ideal prime to S and p, we define 
A(z,A)= J] Biz + ^Qyp.A) 
QeB 
where p = -j. By lemma 21 of [A], K{z, A) is a rational function of p{z) and p\z) with 
J 
coefficients in K. Furthermore, 
^ CO 






It can be shown that , A;) belongs to O of K. We write similarly 
I € J 
for the pair (A A/“) described before. Hence A,Af) is again a rational function of p{z) 
and p'{z) with coefficients in K. We can thus write A(z, A,Af) as follows. 




,•': . , .'. •'))•.,,, ...:.. ‘ , 




where ck(A,Af) = A j)(E j€ j nj(NAj - ipk(Aj))) for k > 1. Note also that for 
each 0 < k < p, there exists a pair (A,Af) with the property described before so that 
i)) 0 (mod P ) by lemma 28 of [4]. 
We give a sketch of the proof of the main theorem by tlie following seven steps. Let P 
be a point of infinite order in and take irn+1Qn = P . We define that a rational prime 
p is anomalous for E if w + W = I Let p > 5 and p 0 S not anomalous for E. Let p splits 
in K . 
Step 1 Let Hn - Fn(Qn)- Hn/Fn is unramified outside Vn-
. 
Step 2 U'JEn is isomorphic as a Gn-module to G MJLnFoo) via the Artin map. 
Step 3 Take a large enough n so that EnFoo/Foo is non-trivial and ramified. 
Step 4 (U'JEn)^ + 0 and hence {U'JCn)^ • 0. 
Step 5 (^ /Co) ( 1 ) + 0. 
Step 6 1) is divisible by V‘ 
Step 7 There are infinitely many rational primes p ^ S so that p splits in K and not 
anomalous for E. 
L(E/K,l) = ^ ( ^ , 1 ) ^ ( ^ , 1 ) = 0 since it is divisible by infinitely many V. Note that 
X(E/Q,5) and Xf(V?, s) differs by a product of finitely many Euler factors which do not 
vanish at s 1. Therefore L(E/Q, 1) is again zero. 
Step 1 Refer to lemma 33 of [4]. 
Step 2 It is a consequence of global class field theory, refer to Theorem 34 of [4]. 
Step 3 Let Ei (K ) b e the kernel of the good reduction modulo V on ) s o 
that the index of Ei(Kp) in jE?(K^) is finite. Take ^ 0 in O such that (/?,tt) = 1 
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(3E(K'p) C Ei{Kv) and # 0 on jEi(Kp). Without loss of generality, we assume 
P e Ei(Kv) since\Fn(/3Qn) = Fn{Qn)' We find the corresponding element in S(V) and 
E{V) by the following map. 
S{V) ^ E{V) ^ E(KV) 
a 8 P 
Take a n so that [7rn+1]an = a so that for sufficiently large n, ¢00(^) /^00 is non-trivial and 
ramified by local class field theory Now $„(0^) = $n(<9n) and hence $ 0 0 ( ^ ) = ^oo(On). 
And the results follow. 
Step 4 It is a consequence of the second step. 
Step 5 The proof is technical and refer to the paper. 
~ . rsj 
Step 6 Let Co be the closure of the elliptic units CO, then we can. decompose {UQ/CO) 
into a direct sum of ( /Co) for 0 < k < p. Let B = U0{k) so that B/Bp has dimension 
one over F p , is generated by r\k (mod Bp). Let A = %ICo. Let r G C corresponds to a 
generator of the group E^. Then we have an exact sequence. 
c { k ) / ( c { k ) y B / B P — 0. 
A /(A )p is non-trivial iff kerg = 1 iff + P , m 0 (mod V ) for ^ 
k and all pairs (A,A/*) with ~ 1) This is equivalent that 
- ^ ( A ) ) ) = 0 (mod V) 
jeJ 
since . 
. 0 ( r + p, A,N)) = - ^kAj)) (mod V). 
As there exists a pair (A, A/‘) for each 0 < k < p such that 
- ^Mi))) = 0 (modP), 
jeJ 
then i 0 (mod V). Hence = 0 (mod V) for each 
• . / . . . . - . 
0 < fc < p. 
. : . . 7 2 • 
...,4.:, - . « ‘' 
Step 7 We let K = Q(y/d) where d is a square free negative integer. Let -D be the 
discriminant of the extension K / Q . Hence 
[ d if d= 1 (mod 4) 
-D = I 
j Ad . if d 2 3 (mod 4) 
We should show that p is not anomalous for E iff $o contains no non-trivial p-th root of 
unity. contains a p-th root of unity < iff / ^ ( 0 . T h i s i s equivalent to say that they 
have the same norm group, or p G UQX < 7r > or 7f = 1 (mod V). And the results follow. 
If 2 splits or ramifies in K, then w + W is even. This is equivalent that no anomalous prime 
exists for E. Note that 2 ramifies in KifF, 2 | D while 2 splits if£ d = 1 (mod 8). For the 
case d = - 1 , - 2 , - 7 , 2 either splits or ramifies. For the other cases d =-3,-11,-19,-43,-67 
and -163 p splits iff ( - ) = 1 ( )=1 iff (-^-) = 1. If p is anomalous for E, then 
let = - + -xyJ-B and hence 4p 1 + Dx2 for some integer x. Therefore, 4p m 1 
(mod D). By the Dirichlet's density theorem and the above discussion, there are infinitely 
many rational primes which are not anomalous for E and splits in K. 
4.5 The works of other mathematicians 
In the previous section, we have given a sketch, of the proof of the theorem proved in the joint 
paper of Coates and Wiles [4]. We are going to describle the other results in chronological 
order. We restate the original theorem of Coates and Wiles. 
Theorem 4.5.1 (1977) Assume that E has complex multiplication by the ring of integers 
of an imaginaty quadratic field K with class number 1, and that E is defined over K or Q. 
IfF is K or Q and gjr > 1, then the Hasse-Weil zeta function L(E/F, s) vanishes at s = 1. 
As they have explained the condition that the class number of K equal to one is made for 
technical convenience only. 
Nicole Arth.aud [1] followed the same approach, and extended the above theorem to a 
general field F which is abelian over K. 
Theorem 4.5.2 (1978) Let K be an imaginary quadratic field with class number one, and 
E an elliptic curve defined over K with complex multiplication by the ring of integers of 
' . . . 7 3 
K. If F is a finite abelian extension 0/ K such that E has a point of .infinite order with 
coordinates in F then L(E/F, s) vanishes at s = 1. 
Karl Rubin [15] obtained a lower bound for the order of vanishing of ((E/F,s) at 5 = 1 
in term of E(F). In his paper, lie proved the following corollary for the special case that 
M is a finite abelian extension of F = K. 
Corol lary 4.5.3 (1981) If E(M) K = ; = 1 1 ^ ^ where Vj are distinct irreducible 




Actually, the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture implies that the above inequality is 
actually an equality. 
Ralph Greenberg [5] proved a partial converse to the theorem of Coates and Wiles. 
T h e o r e m 4.5.4 (1983) Assume that E is an elliptic curve difined over Q with complex 
multiplication by the ring of integers of an imaginary quadratic field K. If L(E/Q,s) has 
an odd order zero at s = 1 then either E(Q) has rank > 1 or the p-primary subgroup of 
the Tate-Shafarevitch group 1LL(_E/Q) is infinite for all primes p where E has good, ordinary 
reduction (except possibly p=2 or 3): 
Gross and Zagier [7] proved a theorem on the modular elliptic curve and they found 
implicitly a generator P of infinite order in jE(Q). In the paper, they gave an explicit 
examples of elliptic curve with, rank three so that it satisfies the conjecture of Birch and 
Swinnerton- Dyer .Conjecture. 
' . • . . . • 
T h e o r e m 4.5.5 Let E be a modular elliptic curve defined over Q. If X(jE/Q,5) has a 
simple zero at s = 1 then the group jB(Q) is infinite, i.e. the rank gs is nonzero. 
Example The elliptic curve defined by the equation 
- 1 3 9 y 2 = a;3 + 10a;2 20x + 8 
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has ord s=iX(i;/Q r5) = rank^(Q) = 3 :, 
Karl Rubin [16] in his second related paper, found a family of infinite elliptic curves 
with finite Tate-Shafarevitch. group. He also proved the following two theorems. 
Theorem 4.5.6 (1987) Let E be an elliptic curve defined over an imaginary quadratic 
field K with complex multipliction by OK- ^ 0 then hi is finite. Further, 
for primes V ofK not dividing | ((¾) if \ E(K)t0rSi0n I X<?)/0 • 0 (mod V) then the 
V-part of 111 is trivial. 
Theorem 4.5.7 (1987) Let E be an elliptic curve defined over Q with complex multipli-
cation. If rank2,E(Q) > 2, then
 :ordsmL(E/Q, s) > 2. 
The method of the proof relied heavily, on the idea of Coates and Wiles [4]. He calculated 
the first examples of an elliptic curve with finite Tate-Shafarevitch group, 
1. y2 ^ 1IL(£/Q) 0 
2. f b x^ ^ l l i s , Iii(£/Q) = Z/2Z x Z/2Z 
3. y2 = x 3 ~2 8 3 4 5 2 , Hi(£;/Q) = Z/3Z x Z/3Z 
Michael I. Rosen [12] provided recently a confirming evidence of the Birch and Swinnerton-
Dyer conjecture over biquadratic field. , 
Theorem 4.5.8 (1990) Let E be an elliptic curve defined over Q, with complex multipli-
cation by yf—d, d is positive and square-free. D denote the fundamental disciminant of 
an imaginary quadratic number field. Let K/^ denote the biquadratic field Q(y/—d,y/—D). 
Assume that L{E/Qyl) 0. Then there are infinitely many fundamental discriminants 
—D < 0 with the property that rank E(KD) — ords=iL(E/K.,s) 2. 
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